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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CTA, AS REQUIRED RY FEDERAL REGULATIONS, (ThE RehABILITATI ON AcT OF

1973, Section 504 and others), provides trips for persons who are physically

UNABLE TO USE STANDARD TRANSIT EQUIPMENT- New FEDERAL RULES, (D-O-T 49 CFR

Part 77 issued in May, 198R), require that transit agencies provide services

TO THE DISABLED BY RESPONDING TO ALL REQUESTS REGARDLESS OF TRIP PURPOSE,

throughout THE SAME AREA AVAILABLE TO OTHER RIDERS, DURING COMPARABLE HOURS

and at comparable fares- such service is to be implemented, subject to

budgetary limitations, as quickly as feasible after june 23, 19r7 but in no

event later than 1993-

The Rules suggest that agencies use demand-response paratransit

SERVICES, lift-equipped FIXED-ROUTE BUSES, OR A MIXTURE OF THESE TO REACH

SERVICE GOALS- FURTHER RAPID TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY MEASURES ARE NOT

SUGGESTED OR REQUIRED- A LIMIT IS PLACED ON THE AMOUNT A TRANSIT AGENCY IS

REQUIRED TO EXPEND ON SERVICES FOR THE DISABLED-

ThIS REPORT RECOMMENDS EXPANDING CTA's PRESENT SPECIAL SERVICE

PARATRANSIT SYSTEM, AS THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE METHOD OF PROVIDING THE

GREATEST AMOUNT OF HIGH QUALITY SERVICE FOR THE DISABLED- CTA SPECIAL

SERVICE NOW COMPLIES WITH ALL FEDERAL CRITERIA EXCEPT THOSE PERTAINING TO

SERVICE HOURS AND SERVICE AREA- PlANS ARE PRESENTED TO ESTABLISH TWENTY-

FOUR HOUR SERVICE IN FalL, 1987, AND TO CREATE AN "INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

Committee" to resolve issues regarding suburban hours and area of service,

AS well as the coordination of transfers between CTA and PACE PARATRANSIT

systems -

CTA will continue its reliance on the "key" features of the current

Special Service system- These are;





A. CTA WILL CONTRACT WITH MULTIPLE CARRIER?^;

B. Riders will continue to call the "carrier of choice" to arrange

TRANSPORTATION;

C Service quality will re monitored by CTA, and improved where

necessary; and,

D. Carriers will handle reservations and dispatch their own trips.

Before preparing the above recommendation, staff also analyzed other

OPTIONS: adding lifts to new buses purchased by CTA (accessible bus option),

AN On-Call Accessible Bus system option, and a mixed mode option (accessible

BUS AND PARATRANSIT).

CTA FOUND THAT CITIES THAT RELY ON FIXED-ROUTE BUSES HAVE VERY LOW

RIDERSHIP and high OPERATING AND CAPITAL COSTS PER TRIP SERVED- In FACT, A

SURVEY OF THIRTEEN MAJOR CITIES WITH ACCESSIBLE BUS SYSTEMS INDICATES THE

CTA Special Service system performs more annual trips than the combined

TOTAL OF all THIRTEEN CITIES- CTA ANALYSIS OF THE ON'CalL ACCESSIBLE BUS

SYSTEM CONCLUDED THAT IF AN ON'CaLL ACCESSIBLE BUS SYSTEM TRANSPORTED AS

MANY TRIPS AS DOES CTA SPECIAL SERVICE, THAT IT WOULD BE NECESSARY TO MAKE

VIRTUALLY ALL CTA BUSES ACCESSIBLE SO THIS IS NOT A VIABLE OPTION- LASTLY,

IT WAS CONCLUDED THAT SCARCE CAPITAL AND OPERATING RESOURCES PRECLUDE CTA AT

THIS TIME FROM IMPLEMENTING A MIXED MODE SYSTEM OF ACCESSIBLE BUSES AND

PARATRANSIT-

ThE report ALSO DISCUSSES CTA's CONSULTATIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH DISABLED

USERS OF THE SYSTEM, ASPECTS OF STANDARD CTA SERVICES WHICH BENEFIT THE

DISABLED, AND THE FINANCING AND FUNDING OF CTA SPECIAL SeRVICES-

A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE FEDERAL RULES PREPARED BY THE H-S- DEPARTMENT

OF Transportation, is attached- It describes the rules in detail-





Section I

INTCODUCTION AND SUWRY OF RULE

This is the plan of the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) to comply with

THE Final Rule issued flAY 19, 1986 by the Office of the Secretary. U. S.

Department of Transportation, titled Nondiscrimination on the Basis of

Handicap in Department of Transportation Financial Assistance Programs

(Section M9 CFR, Part 27).

The Final Rule governs provision of public transportation to disabled

PERSONS. All transit agencies must implement one or more of three major

options within the prescribed time, as a condition for continued federal

assistance.

The FOLLOWING IS AN ABSTRACT OF THE FINAL RULE PREPARED BY 'lMTA.
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FACT SHEET ON NEW DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION REGULATION ON MASS TRANSIT
SERVICES FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Background

- This rule carries out section 317(d) of the Surface Transportation

Assistance Act of 1982, which required the Department to publish a

rule establishing minimum criteria for the provision of service to

DISABLED persons. ThE STATUTE ALSO REQUIRES PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN

planning the SERVICE AND DMTA MONITORING OF COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY

requirements.

- The rule also carries out section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

OF 1973, which prohibits discrimination on the ground of handicap in

Federally-assisted programs- Court decisions have said that the

Federal government, in carrying out this statute, may not impose

undue financial burdens on recipients for Federal assistance.

- The Department received 650 comments on the notice of proposed

rulemaking (NPRTI) that led to this final rule. The preamble and

appendix to the rule respond to these comments.

- This rule replaces an interim final rule published in July 1981.

The interim final rule, in turn, replaced the mass transit portion

OF THE Department's 1979 section 504 rule, which a court said imposed

undue financial burdens on transit authorities.

Under the rule, each locality may choose the type of service it wants to
provide to meet regulatory requirements

- Service by accessible bus, special service, or any combination of

THE two is permitted.

- Recipients may comply with the rule by meeting the service criteria

THROUGH ANY ONE OF THESE APPROACHES. It IS NOT NECESSARY, FOR EXAMPLE,

TO PROVIDE BOTH FIXED-ROUTE ACCESSIBLE BUS AND PARATRANSIT SERVICE.
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- The rule does not require existing, inaccessible rail systems to

BE made accessible.

There are six service criteria which this service must meet

- These criteria must be met for the Accessible Bus Options and

Special Service Options (paratransit) unless the criteria

specifically states it is for special service-

- All PERSONS who, by reason of handicap, are PHYSICALLY UNABLE TO

USE THE recipient's BUS SERVICE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC MUST BE

eligible to use the service for handicapped persons-

- Service for disabled persons must operate during the same days and

HOURS AS the bus SERVICE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC-

- Service for disabled persons must be available throughout the same

service area as the bus service for the general public-

- Restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose are prohibited -

- Special Service fares must be comparable to those charged for a

SIMILAR trip on THE BUS SERVICE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC- ACCESSIBLE

BUS FARES FOR DISABLED PERSONS CAN BE NO HIGHER THAN THOSE CHARGED

OTHER RIDERS-

- In DEMAND-RESPONSIVE MODES, SERVICE MUST BE PROVIDED WITHIN 2^

HOURS OF AN ELIGIBLE DISABLED PERSON'S REQUEST FOR IT-

ThE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE SERVICE MEETING THESE CRITERIA IS SUBJECT TO A

limit on required expenditures

- The purpose of the limit on required expenditures is to prevent

THE requirements OF THIS REGULATION FROM IMPOSING AN UNDUE BURDEN

ON TRANSIT AUTHORITIES-

- To CALCULATE THIS LIMIT, A TRANSIT AUTHORITY WOULD TAKE THREE

PERCENT OF THE AVERAGE OF ITS OPERATING COSTS OVER THE CURRENT YEAR

AND THE TWO PREVIOUS YEARS

-
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- A TRANSIT AUTHORITY NEED NOT SPEND MORE THAN THE AMOUNT OF ITS

LIMIT ON REQUIRED EXPENDITURES, EVEN IF, AS A RESULT, IT FALLS SHORT

OF MEETING THE SERVICE CRITERIA- In THIS EVENT, THERE WOULD NEED

TO BE A LOCAL DECISION CONCERNING THE POINTS AT WHICH SERVICE WOULD

FALL SHORT OF THE CRITERIA.

- If THE TRANSIT AUTHORITY MEETS ALL SERVICE CRITERIA FOR LESS THAN

the amount of its limit on required expenditures, it does not have

to spend additional funds on service for disabled persons- a transit

authority may voluntarily spend more than the amount of its limit

on required expenditures-

Planning and operating the service

- From the effective date of the rule, transit authorities will

have a year to make decisions and submit a program to UHTA for

providing service to handicapped persons. UI^TA will review the

program and, if its meets regulatory requirements, approve it.

- Once DMTA approves the program, the transit authority will have a

phase-in period, the length of which UMTA will set (lasting a

maximum of six years), to bring service up to the "full performance

level" (i-e-, meeting all the service criteria, subject to the limit

on required expenditures).

- Public participation, specifically including the participation of

disabled persons, is required at all stages- Early public involve-

ment in planning, an opportunity for comment and a public hearing on

the program, and continuing public participation in the operation of

THE SERVICE (E-G-, THROUGH AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE) ARE REQUIRED-
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Section II

CURRENT CTA SERVICES FOR THE niSARLED

Introduction

cta operates a number of services that directly benefit the disabled-

There are thirteen rail stations depicted in exhibit A that are accessible

THROUGH THE USE OF ELEVATORS OR RAMPS AND ACCESSIBILITY AT MORE STATIONS IS

PLANNED. In ADDITION, CTA FIXED-ROUTE BUSES OFFER SERVICE THROUGHOUT

Chicago and neighboring suburbs for the many disabled who can board them.

Many design elements to benefit the disabled have been incorporated into

THE specifications OF CTA buses and railcars. CTA also offers reduced fares

FOR seniors and DISABLED 24 HOURS A DAY THROUGHOUT ITS SERVICE AREA AND

SELLS HALF FARE MONTHLY AND BI "WEEKLY PASSES.

The PRIMARY FOCUS OF CTA'S PROGRAM TO MEET THE NEW REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS, HOWEVER, IS ITS SPECIAL SERVICE (PARATRANS IT ) PROGRAM.

CURRENT CTA SPECIAL SERVICE PROGRAM

CTA PRESENTLY OPERATES, THROUGH CONTRACTORS, A DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE FOR

THE DISABLED. ThE PROGRAM, AS PRESENTLY CONFIGURED, WAS INITIATED ON

October 20, 1985- It is a hybrid user-subsidy program with four carriers

under contract to cta competing openly for riders, and with the authority

CENTRALLY MONITORING PERFORMANCE. ThE KEY FEATURE OF THE PROGRAM IS THAT

RIDERS CALL THE CARRIER OF THEIR CHOICE FOR SERVICE WHICH OPERATES

THROUGHOUT THE SERVICE AREA. ThIS FREEDOM OF CHOICE MEANS THAT THE RIDERS

themselves, can reward the best service providers with additional business,

and in the process give the poorer performers incentive to improve.

Carriers reserve all trips through CTA's central computer system and perform

THEIR OWN CALL-INTAKE, SCHEDULING AND DISPATCHING FUNCTIONS. ThIS IS MORE

FULLY DESCRIBED IN THE FOLLOWING PAGES AND ON EXHIBIT R (I), A COPY OF THE

CURRENT "Rider Guide".
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Service Area

Service i^ provided throughout the City of Chicago and <^even -suburbs.

The present service area comprises about 252 square miles and its

illustrated in exhibit C. Service is provided to the seven western suburbs

OF Cicero, Berwyn, Dak Park, Forest Park, River Forest, Elmwood Park, and

River Grove on demonstration basis with the cooperation of RTA and PACE-

Funds for the demonstration are being provided by the Regional

Transportation Authority (RTA) under a three party agreement between PACE,

CTA, and RTA. $240,000 was budgeted for this purpose during calendar year

1985, 1986, AND 1987. PACE and CTA recently requested an extension of RTA

funding for this program until the end of 1987.

Fares

The present Special Service fare of S.9n per one-way trip is identical

to the standard fixed route CTA bus fare. Fares can be paid in cash, with a

full fare token, or with a full fare CTA OR PACE monthly or bi-weekly pass.

Attendants are also required to pay a full fare. CTA requires carriers to

serve at least one attendant per certified rider, if requested. Carriers

have the option to allow more than one attendant, space permitting.

Children under 7 accompanied by an adult paying full fare may ride free of

charge.

Transfers can be purchased from the drivers of CTA's four Special

Service carriers for 25 cents. These transfers are good for one transfer

only from a CTA Special Service vehicle to regular CTA services- The CTA

bulletin "establishing" this transfer is depicted in exhibit n. A fare

chart illustrating fares on the CTA SYSTEM is shown on exhibit E. Transfers

were established at the request of CTA's Advisory Committee to allow

ATTENDANTS AND RIDERS TO TRANSFER, IF ABLE, TO OTHER CTA SERVICE=^ (SUCH AS

AT ACCESSIBLE RAPID TRANSIT STATIONS). FeW TPANSFEPS ARF SOLD-
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Hours S Days of Service

The present Special Service hours of service are 5 a.m. to 1 a.m.

EVERYDAY THROUGHOUT CHICAGO- In THE SEVEN SUBURBS, THE HOURS OF SERVICE ARE

5 A-M. TO 9 P.M., Monday thru Saturday only. All four carriers operate 5

A.M. to 9 P.M. Only one carrier operates until 1 a.m. in the City of

Chicago.

In February, 1987 the Chicago Transit Board passed an ordinance (exhibit

F) authorizing the expansion of hours of service in Chicago to 24 hours

everyday, beginning on October 20, 1987.

Waiting Lists S Subscription & Trip Purpose

There are no waiting lists for Special Service- About 20^ of the trips

provided are made on a "subscription" basis, i.e., reserved for persons who

travel three or more times per week to the same destinations at the same

time and who then do not need to call in advance for each trip.

Reservation Requirement

The minimum time required by CTA to reserve a trip is currently 8

hours. Riders can reserve a ride as much as a day in advance actually, (up

to 43 hours this is explained more fully on page 25). Subscription riders

make arrangements one'time only to reserve a regular recurring trip and need

not make a separate reservation for each subscription trip.

Eligibility

cta application forms are shown as exhibit g. a spanish version of cta

applications is now being prepared. residents of the service area are

eligible if their physician certifies they are both deaf and blind or if

they are physically unable to climb aboard a standard fixed-route bus. as

OF January, 1987 there were approximately 12,661 certified riders-
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CTA STAFF PLANS TO "PROFESSIONALIZE" THE CERTIFICATION FUNCTION BY

CONTRACTING FOR PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED PHYSICAL THERAPISTS AND/oR PHYSICIANS

to conduct examinations of applicants at accessible sites- cta will work

closely with the disabled community and the contracted professionals to

insure all persons needing the service can use special service-

Special Service riders present a broad range of disabilities including,

BUT not limited TO, SEVERE ARTHRITIS, PARAPLEGIA, QUADRIPLEGI A, RHEUMATOID

arthritis, osteoporosis, muscular dystrophy, extreme obesity, etc-

compla i nts /commendat i ons

cta asks riders to register all complaints and commendations through the

Authority- This acts as a barometer of service quality and ensures that

COMPLAINTS are HANDLED FAIRLY AND CONSISTENTLY- A PHONE NUMBER FOR

complaints/commendations and INQUIRIES IS PUBLICIZED ON THE CTA "RiDER

Guide" and on a Special Service Information card distributed to all riders,

(exhibit B II)-

Drivers and Vehicles

While drivers are employees of the carriers and vehicles are carrier's

property, CTA certifies all drivers and equipment before ALLOWING their use

in the Special Service program-

Drivers. - Motor vehicle records from the State of Illinois ape reviewed

every 5 months to insure continued compliance with CTA bus driver safety

standards- Each driver must complete defensive driving and sensitivity

training- All drivers are issued photo I-D-'s which are to be displayed

whenever they drive for Special Service-

Vehicles - Sedans and stationwagons may be no more than three model

years old; vans and buses no more than five- Each vehicle is inspected to

insure compliance with CTA specifications and must receive twice yearly IDDT

inspections- Each vehicle is inspected prior to acceptance by CTA and if it
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MEETS THE VEHICLE STANDARDS A CTA SPECIAL SERVICE IDENTIFICATION STICKER IS

PLACED ON THE VEHICLE SO PASSENGERS CAN BE ASSURED THE VEHICLE MET CTA

STANDARDS.

OuT-oF-TowN Visitors

With at least one week's notice, CTA will provide Special Service

CERTIFICATION AND TRIPS FOR OUT-QP-TOWNERS • VISITORS MAY WRITE TO CTA

Special Services, 1200 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60B07 and/or

call CTA AT (312) 527-1700. TTY (for the hearing-impaired) (312) 226-3708-

(9)





Section III

SERVICE DEMAND AND DEmGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE niSARLEIl

In 1Q78, THE Department of Public Works> City of Chicago, undertook an

EXTENSIVE random DIGIT TELEPHONE SURVEY OF THE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS OF THE

DISABLED. DAVE Consulting, Inc., CTA's consultants for the Special Services

Analysis, believes this is some of the best data available nationally (even

though it does not include nursing homes or other institutionalized members

of the population).

SUmARY-CITY OF CHICAGO DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS, A SURVEY OF MOBILITY-LiniTED
PERSONS, 1978

— There are 113,000 mobility-limited in Chicago. A person is

defined as mobility-limited if he/she has difficulty using a

fixed-route bus (see exhibit H). 1980 census figures

confirm these estimates are reasonable.

~ 31,000 ARE severely mobility-limited, which means they cannot

use a cta bus at all or only with great difficulty.

~ About 20,000 persons of the 31,000 severely mobility-limited

cannot use a CTA bus at all (due to physical limitations).

~ The mobility-limited comprise about 3-557. of the population.

2-587, are moderately mobility-limited and just less than 17

are severely mobility-limited (see exhibit I). The

reasonableness of these figures was confirmed by the 1980

census which determined there were 110,500 persons with

disabilities which made use of public transportation

difficult or impossible.

~ The severely mobility-limited are much older than the general

population. In fact, their median age is 71. This means
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half are older than 71- most disabled persons are not young

wheelchair users, but rather frail and elderly-

— Many are economically disadvantaged-

~ 68-5% OF THE severely mobility-limited drive or have access

to an automobile- This means they have someone willing to

drive them- This is not unlike the general population in the

degree of transit dependency. In Chicago, about 60Z of the

able-bodied population did have access to an automobile to

MAKE A trip (PER THE 1980 CENSUS).

— In spite of the perception of disabled individuals being

primarily wheelchair users, 88% of the severely mobility-

LIMITED CAN USE CABS OR SEDANS. ThESE INDIVIDUALS USE CANES,

walkers, crutches, etc- or can transfer from their wheelchair-

Thus, a contracted service which relies on cab companies,

SEDANS, and STATIONWAGONS (WITHOUT SPECIALIZED VANS OR BUSES

)

COULD SERVICE MOST OF THIS GROUP; SPECIALLY-EQUIPPED BUSES

AND VANS WOULD ONLY BE REQUIRED FOR 12% (SEE EXHIBIT J)-

~ 32-1% OF THE SEVERELY MOBILITY-LIMITED WHEN ASKED IF THEY

FELT THEY WOULD BE ABLE TO USE A REGULAR CTA BUS WITH A LIFT,

REPLIED THEY COULD NOT DO SO AT ALL-

~ CTA CONTACTED THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO DETERMINE THE

NUMBER OF NURSING HOME RESIDENTS- ThERE ARE APPROXIMATELY

17,500 NURSING HOME RESIDENTS IN CHICAGO (SEE EXHIBIT K)-

DEfJAND FOR SERVICE

— The severely mobility-limited make fewer daily trips than

the moderately disabled or non-disabled (see exhibit d-

ThIS LOW DAILY TRIP RATE IS A REFLECTION OF THE FACT THAT 64-0%
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ARE RETIRED AND HAVE A LOWER INCOME STATUS. SoURCE: CiTY OF

Chicago Dept- of Public Works A Survey of Mobility-Limited Persons,

1978.

49 social service AGENCIES IN CHICAGO PROVIDE OR FUND TRANS-

PORTATION SERVICE FOR THEIR CLIENTS- MoST AGENCIES RESTRICT

TRIP PURPOSES AND TRANSPORTATION IS NOT THEIR PRIMARY MISSION-

The UPSHOT of this is that there is much unused capacity. We

HAVE been unable TO OBTAIN RIDERSHIP OR BUDGET INFORMATION ON

these SERVICES- SoURCE: DIRECTORY OF SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION

Services. RTA, IQSU-

As OF January, 1987 there were over 12,500 persons registered

AS Special Service users-

Special Service use has grown tremendously, 582Z since the

start of the contract operation- This growth is depicted on

PSPP-X87010 AND SSP-X87006 (exhibits M & N). Currently

RIDERSHIP IS (February, 1987) almost 2200 per weekday or

56,000 A MONTH

-

The CTA budgeted for a 1% compounded growth monthly in calendar

year 1987- The rapid increase in ridership growth during 1985

is unprecedented- Real demand for service may be more or less

than estimated-
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Section IV

OPTIONS FOR COMPLIANCE

INTRODUCTION

The federal rules suggest three methods of providing service for the

DISABLED: Lift-equipped fixed-route buses operated either as a fleet or on

AN advance-reservation BASIS, PARATRANSIT, OR A COMBINATION OF FIXED-ROUTE

accessible BUSES WITH PARATRANSIT- CTA, AS DESCRIBED BELOW, HAS CHOSEN TO

EXPAND ITS PARATRANSIT SYSTEM- OtHER MODES ARE ALSO DESCRIBED AND

EVALUATED, INCLUDING RAPID TRANSIT (rAIL) ACCESSIBILITY WHICH, THOUGH NOT

REQUIRED BY NEW RULES, STILL DESERVES REVIEW-

One METHOD TO MEET THE UrBAN MaSS TRANSPORTATION'S ADMINISTRATION

Section 504 rules is to put lifts on fixed-route buses. The rules prescribe

the following minimum criteria for accessible bus systems-

1- Number of Buses- The recipient shall operate on the street

a number of accessible buses sufficient to meet the other

service criteria of SUBPARAGRAPHS (2) AND/oR (3) OF THIS

paragraph, as applicable-

2- Criteria for Scheduled Accessible Bus Systems-

A- Hours and Days of Service- Scheduled accessible

BUS service shall be available throughout the

same hours and days as the recipient's bus service

FOP the general public- The service shall re pro-

vided AT REASONABLE INTERVALS THAT MAKE PRACTICABLE

the ready use of the accessible bus service by

handicapped persons.

B- Service Area - Accessible bus service shall re pro-

vided ON all the recipient's bus routes on which a
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NEED FOR ACCESSIBLE BUS SERVICE HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED

THROUGH THE PLANNING AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESS.

c. Fares . The fare for a trip charged a handicapped

person using an accessible bus shall be no higher

than the fare charged other users of the recipient's

bus service for the same trip- reduced, off-peak

fares for elderly and handicapped persons shall be

in effect on accessible buses.

3. Criteria for On-Call Accessible Rus Service.

A. Eligibility . All persons who, by reason of handicap

are physically unable to use the recipient's bus

service for the general public shall be eligible to

use the recipient's ON-CALL ACCESSIBLE BUS SERVICE-

b. Response Time - The recipient shall ensure that service

IS provided to a handicapped person v;ho requests it

WITHIN 2^ hours of THE REQUEST.

c. Restrictions or Priorities Rased on Trip Purpose .

The recipient shall not impose priorities or res-

trictions based on trip purpose on users of the ON-

CALL accessible bus service.

D. Fares . The fare charged a handicapped person using

AN accessible BUS SHALL BE NO HIGHER THAN THE FARE

CHARGED OTHER USERS OF THE RECIPIENT'S BUS SERVICE

FOR THE SAME TRIP. REDUCED, OFP-PEAK FARES FOR

ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED PERSONS SHALL BE IN EFFECT

ON ACCESSIBLE BUSES-

E. Hours and Days of Service - On-call accessible bus

SERVICE SHALL BE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE SAME DAYS

(14)





AND HOURS AS THE RECIPIENT S BUS SERVICE FOR THE

GENERAL PUBLIC

F. Service Area . On-call accessible bus service^

INCLUDING ALL BUSES NEEDED TO COMPLETE EACH HANDICAPPED

person's TRIP, SHALL RE PROVIDED, UPON REQUEST, ON

ALL THE recipient's BUS ROUTES-

Evaluation of the two Lift-Equipped Bus Options

CTA staff AND THE CHICAGO TRANSIT RoARD EXAMINED ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS

THE INSTALLATION OF LIFTS ON FIXED ROUTE BUSES- ThIS EXAMINATION HAS

included comments from users in public hearings, a review of cta experience

with lift-equipped carpenter buses, surveys, a review of the literature,

discussions with vendors, site visits and discussions with officials from

various transit properties.

cta has concluded the following:

1- Lift use in cities with lift-equipped buses is extremely low

(a total OF 562 USES per day in 13 cities surveyed compared

with 2,000 daily CTA Special Service trips )-

2- The installation of lifts on fixed-route buses is not a cost-

effective means of meeting the needs of the disabled-

3- The capital cost to equip the 2247-vehicle CTA fleet with

lift equipped buses is S27, 300,000 to $34,125,000 ($12,000

to $15,000 per unit in constant 1^87 dollars). This becomes

A recurring cost, as buses are replaced- Furthermore, a lift

MAY require replacement BEFORE A BUS IS RETIRED-

4- The minimum estimated annual operating cost to maintain lifts

FOR a fleet of lift-equipped buses is $4,500,000-

5- There is no existing lift that has been proven reliable in

severe winters, such as Chicago often experiences-
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6. Lift use declines during winter months in cities with cold,

SNOWY winters.

7. Many disabled persons would be unable to use lift-equipped

fixed-route buses, due to physical inability to get to a bus

stop, weather, street conditions (lack of curb cuts), lack of

stamina, etc-

8. It MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE TO PROPERLY SERVICE SOME "THREE WHEELER"

USERS AND ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIR USERS-

These and other findings are more fully detailed in PSPP-YSZOn^, a

SURVEY OF LIFT USE AND COSTS IN OTHER CITIES, AND PSPP-x87009, (EXHIBITS K

P I X II) AN EXAMINATION OF CTA PaRATRANSIT VERSUS LiFTS ON BuSES AND IN

Options for Serving the Disabled Community-A CTA staf^^ Presentation

( appended )-

On-Call Accessible Bus Option

The on-call accessible ru? option is a method of "mainstreaming"

disabled persons on regular fixed-route BUS service- Rather than equip the

entire CTA fleet or a large portion of the fleet with lifts, the "on-call

accessible bus option" is a means of reducing the number of buses equipped

with lifts- Rather than lift-eouip all buses only the number of buses

needed to meet requests for service would be required to be lift-equipped-

The "Call a Bus" concept as it is practiced in Washington, D-C- requires

riders to call the transit agency 2^ hours ahead and schedule their trips by

GIVING THE agency THE ROUTE, TIME, AND LOCATION FOR WHICH THEY WISH TO BE

picked up- The transit authority, in turn, sends out three accessible buses

OVER a regular ROUTE TO TRANSPORT THE RIDERS- ThE BUSES ARE SCHEDULED FOR

THE INTERVAL AT THE TIME REQUESTED, AND FOR THE INTERVAL IMMEDIATELY BEFORE
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AND AFTER THE SCHEDULED PICKUP ALONG THE ROUTE IN CASE THE RIDER ARRIVES

EARLY, LATE OR THERE IS A PROBLEM ENROUTE BEFORE PICKING UP THE RIDER

REQUIRING A LIFT.

'vMiiZ THE "Call a Bus" concept does "mainstream" those disabled who can

effectively utilize lift-equipped buses. implementation of such a plan in

Chicago would pose special operational problems. The schedules of many CTA

bus routes are interlocked. this means a single bus might operate over a3

many as 5 routes in a single day. some cta routes are operated by buses

from several garages. cta operates a grid system. conforming to chicago '3

street pattern. not surprisingly. over 50z of cta regular transit trips

involve a transfer. further complicating scheduling under "call a bus"

.

"Call a Bus" also requires a 2M hour reservation, making spontaneous

travel by the disabled impossible. cta's special service currently has an

eight hour reservation requirement.,

Presently. CTA Special Service provides about 2,000 one-way trips on a

TYPICAL weekday. AS OVER 50/= OF CTA FIXED-ROUTE TRIPS INVOLVE A TRANSFER.

this TRANSLATES INTO OVER 3.000 DAILY UNLINKED TRIPS, IF THE ACCESSIBLE

SYSTEM WERE AS EFFECTIVE AS PARATRANSIT. IT WOULD BE EASIER AND MORE COST

EFFECTIVE TO MAKE THE ENTIRE FLEET ACCESSIBLE. THAN TO OPERATE "CALL A BuS"

ON SUCH A BASIS.

PARATiRANSIT OPTION-CTA'S PLAN

cta has decided to meet the main element of the federal rules.

"nondiscrimination on basis of handicap in department of transportation

Financial Assistance programs" by continuing, improving, s expanding its

Special Service program. This program is one of the largest of its kind in

the United States with a 1987 annual service budget of $9,600,000 in

addition to $500,000 in administrative costs.
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Key Features

The Key featui^es of the current CTA Special Service "rider choice"

system which cta will leave unchanged are:

-cta will contract with multiple carriers .

The use of several contractors operating over the same service

AREA has both THE NEAR-TERM IMPACT OF INCREASING COMPETITION AND

service quality and the long-term impact of reducing price.

-Riders will continue to call the "carrier of their choice" to

arrange transportation .

The "RIDER CHOICE" ELEMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE ALLOWS EACH RIDER

TO CHOOSE THE CARRIER THAT BEST MEETS HIS/HER NEEDS. tJO ONE IS

BETTER QUALIFIED THAN THE USER TO DETERMINE THIS. ALLOWING THE

RIDER TO CALL THE CARRIER TO ARRANGE TRANSPORTATION ALSO ELIMINATES

THE NEED FOR CTA TO HANDLE SCHEDULING, THUS SAVING FUNDS FOR SERVICE

RATHER THAN ADMINISTRATION. IT LETS THE RIDERS REWARD THE BEST

PROVIDERS, AND GIVES THE OTHERS INCENTIVE TO IMPROVE.

-Service quality will be monitored by CTA and improved over time .

CTA HAS SERVICE QUALITY STANDARDS DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS

OF OUR RIDERS AND INSURE THEIR SAFETY. CTA WILL CONTINUE TO

REQUIRE THAT:

A. Special Service operators meet or exceed standards

FOR AGE, driving RECORDS, AND FORBIDDING USE OF DRUGS

OR ALCHOHOL of regular CTA BUS OPERATORS.

B. Driver training and sensitivity training are required.

c. Vehicles meet cta safety guidelines.

D. On-time performance standards improve.

E. The many other standards (e.g. insurance) embodied

IN CTA's current contract are maintained.
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F. Carriers attend meetings of CTA Advisory Committee on

Services for the Disabled to solicit the input of the

riders.

-Carriers will handle reservations and dispatch their own trips .

CTA's Special Service program contracts with four carriers to

provide door-to-door service. Each has its own dispatch methods.

Presently^ no known computer programs exist to dispatch trips more

efficiently than CTA's contract carriers do. Over 2,000 trips are

provided on a typical weekday, about 55,000 trips a month.

Allowing carriers to dispatch/schedule their own trips also firmly

establishes responsibility for the trip where it belongs, with the

service provider.

Service Criteria

Federal regulations have established six service criteria CTA must meet

IF it choses the Special Service option. CTA believes it presently meets

FOUR OF the six CRITERIA. ThE SIX SERVICE CRITERIA ARE:

-All persons who, by reason of handicap, are physically unable to

USE THE recipient's BUS SERVICE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC MUST 3E

eligible to USE THE SERVICE FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS.

-Service for disabled persons must operate during the same days

AND hours as the BUS SERVICE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC

-Service for disabled persons must be available throughout the

SAME service AREA AS THE BUS SERVICE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC-

-Restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose are prohibited.

-Special service fares must be comparable to those charged fop

A similar trip on the bus service for the general public. Acces-

sible bus fares for disabled persons can be no higher than those

charged other riders.
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-In demand-responsive modes, service must be provided within 2M

hours of an eligible disabled person's request for it.

cta believes its paratransit program is in compliance with four of these

criteria as follows:

. Eligibility

CTA Special Service is available to any person whose physical

condition prohibits the boarding of standard transit buses. The

statement of a licensed physician and a note on the physician's

professional STATIONERY OR PRESCRIPTION BLANK MUST BE SUBMITTED BY

the client along with completed application forms. cta will

accept persons who are both legally blind and deaf but does not

certify on the basis of advanced age or mental impairment unless

a physical disability is also present.

Each certified rider is allowed to be accompanied by an

attendant. cta does require that certain disabled clients who

need direction and assistance must bring an attendant. usually

such riders are retarded or senile.

12,661 persons as of january, 1987 were certified to use

the service and approximately 500 new clients are being certified

each month.

cta is presently developing plans to establish certification

sites at convenient city locations where applicants for special

Service will be examined by licensed physical therapists.

cta will have its many ambulatory clients re-examined at

these certification sites to determine clients' continuing need

for paratransit services.
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Certipication and re-certification under agency control is a

PRUDENT MANAGEMENT MEASURE TO GUARD AGAINST ABUSE- CTA's ADVISORY

Committee on Services for the Disabled has approved the concept of

recertification.

CTA BELIEVES THESE STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES FULFILL THE

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL RULE-

Service Hours

Special Service is available throughout the City of Chicago

EACH DAY OF THE YEAR BETWEEN 5:00 A-M AND 1:00 A-M- THE FOLLOWING

DAY. The Special Service suburban demonstration area is served

BY CTA carriers between 5:00 a.M; and 9:00 p.m. Monday through

Saturday with no Sunday or Holiday service-

At present less than 37. of Special Service trips are performed

after 9:00 P.M. CTA employs a single vendor to serve these trips

city-wide between 9:00 p-m. and 1:00 a.m.

The second Special Service contract with private vendors will

commence October 20. 1987- This contract will include twenty-four

hour service, each day of the year, for the City of Chicago-

With the adoption of twenty-four hour service. CTA will be in

compliance with the federal service-hour criterion- This expansion

was approved by the CTA Board at its February. 1987 meeting-

Service hours in the suburban demonstration area will be

agreed upon with the Regional Transportation Authority-

CTA INTENDS also. AS DESCRIBED BELOW. TO DEVELOP. IN CONCERT

with OTHER AGENCIES. AN UNDERSTANDING AND AGREEMENT ON THE SERVICE

AREAS APPROPRIATE TO EACH AGENCY. THE MEANS FOR TRANSPORTING RIDERS

ACROSS SERVICE BOUNDARIES AND THE SERVICE HOURS TO RE OPERATED IN
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suburban areas. because these issues ape all related, they

will be taken up in the following discussion of service area-

Service Area

Present CTA Special Service is available throughout the 225

SQUARE miles OF THE CiTY OF CHICAGO IN ADDITION TO SEVEN WESTERN

SUBURBS WHERE SERVICE IS PROVIDED BY CTA CARRIERS ON A DEMONSTRA-

TION BASIS BY SPECIAL AGREEMENT WITH PACE, RTA, AND CTA- SiNCE

ITS 1947 FORMATION THE CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY HAS PROVIDED

NECESSARY CONNECTIONS WHEREBY SUBURBS AND CHICAGO HAVE PURSUED

MUTUAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL GROWTH- ThIS HAS INVOLVED THE EXTENSION

of cta bus and rail lines into some suburban communities and peri-

pheral service provided to the borders of many others-

Federal rules describe v^o means by which agencies may

arrive at appropriate service areas; i) inclusion of the territory

within a great circle encompassing the regular bus routes opepatet

by a recipient or 2) connecting the outer termini of regular bus

ROUTES-

CTA AND THE RTA DO NOT BELIEVE EITHER METHOD CAN BE SUCCESSFULLY

APPLIED TO THE CHICAGO AREA BECAUSE BOUNDARIES DRAWN BY EITHER

METHOD WOULD INTERSECT MUNICIPAL BORDERS USED TO DEFINE SERVICE

AREAS (some of WHICH ARE ALSO WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE

Suburban Bus Division of the Regional Transportation Authority

(PACE), AND some of the Chicago Transit Authority). PACE presently

fijnds many township-run paratransit services bordering Chicago

and the circle method would have CTA SERVE parts of DuPage County,

which legislatively it is prohibitted from doing-

The Regional Transportation Authority and its operating boards:

CTA, PACE (suburban bus service), and .^ETRA (commuter rail) realize
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the complexity and importance of the service area issue, especially

the need to establish transfer methods for disabled persons 70 reach

distant locations in a manner comparable to what can be undertaken

by other travellers.

cta has solicited and received public comments on preferred

suburban destinations and will incorporate these in discussions

with other agencies- additional public comments are welcome.

to resolve service area issues in a fair and timely fashion

this plan proposes the creation of an "interagency coordinating

Committee". This group would consist of planning staff drawn from

CTA, PACE, RTA, and METRA and would include the participation of

disabled consumers, a disabled consumer would be chosen by the

chairman of each agency with the choice subject to approval by the

CHAIRMAN of THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY.

The group would be charged with recommending service area

boundaries and hours of services and developing methods and

standards for CONNECTIONS AND TRANSFERS BETWEEN SERVICES-

This group would start deliberations in mid-summer 1987 and

MAKE ITS CTA-RELATED RECOMMENDATIONS NOT LATER THAN THE END OF

calendar YEAR 1987- Feasible implementation dates will also be

a focus of concern- committee decisions will be offered for public

review and comment -

cta believes the interagency coordinating committee is the

best method to reach compliance with the service area rule as

swiftly as possible with the greatest amount of public participation.

Trip Supposes

Less severely disabled persons and elderly persons who are

capable of boarding standard buses are able to travel for any
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PURPOSE. Similarly. CTA places no restrictions whatever on the

PURPOSES of trips MADE ON ITS SPECIAL SERVICE SYSTEM- WhILE MANY

TRIPS ARE for DIALYSIS AND OTHER MEDICAL PURPOSES, MANY ARE MADE

FOR SHOPPING, RECREATION, AND EDUCATION-

CTA REGARDS ITSELF AS IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THIS REQUIREMENT-

Fares

All ELDERLY PERSONS AND DISABLED PERSONS REGARDLESS OF AGE ARE

PROVIDED FARE REDUCTIONS OF APPROXIMATELY 507. ON CTA FIXED-ROUTE

BUS AND RAPID-TRANSIT SERVICES AND ARE GIVEN A DISCOUNTED PRICE

for transfers-

Similar reductions are provided elderly and disabled persons

WHO PURCHASE TOKENS AND MONTHLY OR Bl "WEEKLY PASSES FOR USE ON THE

FIXED-ROUTE SYSTEM-

CTA's Special Service paratransit fares have consistently been

HELD EQUAL TO CTA FULL BUS FARE EVEN THOUGH THE NATURE OF DEMAND-

RESPONSE service operation SUGGESTS THE DOOR-TO'DOOR PARATRANSIT

SERVICE IS A "premium" SERVICE-

ThIS fare is presently gn CENTS PER TRIP AND CLIENTS MAY ALSO

PURCHASE FULL-FARE MONTHLY 'pASSES ($45-00) OR FULL'FARE TOKENS

(ten FOR S8-50)-

Special Service fares have never been higher than full standard

BUS fare although CTA does have a differential fare structure with

higher base fares for rapid transit service and surcharges for

express bus and express rail operations-

CTA BELIEVES its FULL'STANDARD-BUS FARE POLICY FOR SPECIAL

Service paratransit operations is in full compliance with the

FEDERAL CRITERION- CTA PLANS TO CONTINUE THIS FARE EQUIVALENCE-
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Re?^ervation Requirement

Before conversion to private enterprise operation of the

Special Service program in October, 1985. CTA paratransit services

OPERATED ON A TWENTY-FOUR HOUR RESERVATION BASIS WHICH ENTAILED

A GOOD DEAL OF INCONVENIENCE FOR CLIENTS- A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER

OF TRIPS WERE REFUSED BECAUSE OF LACK OF CAPACITY- ThE PRIME

ADVANTAGES OF THE PRESENT CONTRACTUAL SYSTEM HAVE BEEN ITS CAPACITY

TO ACCEPT RESERVATIONS TO WITHIN EIGHT HOURS OF A TRIP AND ITS

ABILITY TO ADD CAPACITY TO MEET DEMAND- CTA BELIEVES THAT EIGHT

HOURS IS THE MINIMUM TIME NEEDED BY VENDORS TO ADEQUATELY SCHEDULE

TRIPS.

Special Service clients are able to schedule trips with as

LITTLE advance NOTICE AS EIGHT HOURS AND AS MUCH AS A FULL DAY-

It IS THEORETICALLY POSSIBLE FOR A CLIENT TO CALL AT 5:0(1 A-M TO

RESERVE A TRIP TO BE PERFORMED AT llOO A-M OF THE DAY FOLLOWING.

THUS PROVIDING A 43-HOUR ADVANCE RESERVATION IF NEEDED- MoST

CLIENT RESERVATIONS, HOWEVER. ARE PLACED 8-24 HOURS IN ADVANCE-

CTA ALSO PROVIDES A "SUBSCRIPTION" SERVICE FOR CLIENTS WHO

TRAVEL FREQUENTLY TO SET LOCATIONS AT SET TIMES- ThESE CLIENTS

CAN HAVE THEIR TRIPS PROVIDED WITHOUT HAVING TO MAKE DAILY CALLS-

About 7m OF Special Service trips are reserved in this manner-

The economics of private operation have allowed CTA to meet

NEARLY ALL CONSUMER SERVICE REQUESTS SINCE THE FALL OF 1^85- CTA

BELIEVES ITS RESERVATION REQUIREMENT IS IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THE

FEDERAL TRIP RESERVATION RULE-

FlNANCING THE SpECIAI SfPVICE PROGRAM

CTA BELIEVES ITS CHOICE OF EXPANDED AND IMPROVED PARATRANSIT SERVICE

WILL PROVIDE THE GREATEST POSSIBLE AMOUNT OF SERVICE TO DISABLED RIDERS
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WHILE respecting THE AUTHORITY'S FINANCIAL REALITIES-

The paratransit option CTA has chosen is the most realistic ^iethod of

MEETING consumer DEMAND- OtHER COMPLIANCE FORMS, OVER TIME, MIGHT HAVE

LOWER TOTAL COSTS TO THE AUTHORITY BUT COULD NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE LEVELS OF

SERVICE.

The Department of Transportation has set an upper limit on the amount

transit agencies can be required to expend on services for the disabled-

This is calculated to be three percent of an agency's operating budget

AVERAGED DURING A THREE YEAR PERIOD- ThE LIMIT IS IN FORCE AND EFFECT AT

THE END OF THE SIX'YEAR COMPLIANCE PERIOD PRESRIBED BY THE FEDERAL RULE-

For CTA, the dollar value of such a limit can be estimated as follows:

Year





The 1<=I87 Special Service budget, approved by the CTA Board, contain??

s9.6 million for provision of service, with administrative costs of

APPROXIMATELY $500 THOUSAND, FOR A TOTAL ALLOTMENT OF SlO-l MILLION- ThIS

BUDGET, WHICH INCLUDES FUNDS REMAINING FROM A SPECIAL ONE'TIME 1986 StATE OF

Illinois $3 million grant for Special Service and S2^0 thousand in RTA funds

TO PAY for trips IN THE SUBURBAN DEMONSTRATION AREA, HAS ENABLED CTA TO

SERVICE CONSUMER REQUESTS WITHOUT REFUSAL-

CTA'S 1987 BUDGET ASSUMES A COMPOUNDED RIDERSHIP GROWTH RATE OF THREE

PERCENT PER MONTH AND IS ADEQUATE FOR 770,000 1987 TRIPS- WhILE IT WILL BE

SOME TIME BEFORE THE AUTHORITY KNOWS HOW ACCURATELY IT ESTIMATED RIDERSHIP,

THE GROWTH IN SPECIAL SERVICE USE HAS BEEN DRAMATIC SINCE PRIVATE VENDOR

OPERATION BEGAN- ThIS CAN BE SEEN IN EXHIBIT 0. DuRING THE FIRST FULL YEAR

OF OPERATION WITH CONTRACTORS, RIDERSHIP GREW 382^-

ShOULD CONSUMER REQUESTS CONTINUE TO MOVE TOWARD EXCEEDING THE FUNDING

CTA COULD BE REQUIRED TO SPEND, CTA WOULD ENTERTAIN THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS-

1- Limit trips - CTA, with the advice of the disabled community,

COULD develop a PLAN WHICH WOULD LIMIT TRIPS AND ALLOW THE

Authority to remain within its budget- ^very effort would be

made to devise a fair, humane, and efficient system to achieve

this goal-

2- State Funding - CTA may seek funding from the RTA and State

OF Illinois to allow the Authority to provide service to the

disabled above and beyond its funding limit/requirement- The

State of Illinois has, in the past, funded CTA for such

service-

3- Coordination with Other Agencies - CTA may attempt coordination

OF Special Service with other social service agencies- While
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THE FUNDING FOR 9,UCH SERVICE WOULD LIKELY COVER ONLY THE CO^^T,

IT COULD CONTRIBUTE TO LOWER UNIT COSTS FOR CTA PROVIDERS

THROUGH ECONOMIES OF SCALE, THUS LOWERING UNIT COST TO THE

Authority. Additionally, CTA will attempt to seek social agency

funding for riders who are certified under the cta program but

also qualify for service under other programs chartered and

funded to provide transportation services for the disabled

such as the illinois department of public ald-

4- Combination - Any combination of the above three options may

BE attempted.

CTA, WHILE mindful of THE NEED TO LIVE WITHIN ITS BUDGET, WILL

vigorously pursue other avenues of funding and efforts toward service

coordination with the aim of providing the greatest possible amount of

service for the disabled-

Summary of the Special Service Program

cta regards its special service paratransit plan as complying with

federal rules as regards eligibility, absence of enforced trip priorities,

Fares, and Response to requests. CTA believes it will re able to fulfill

FEDERAL RULES REGARDING SERVICE HoURS AND SERVICE ArEA THROUGH THE METHODS

described above.

Some attention deserves to re given to two other modes of providing

SERVICE: combination OF PARATRANSIT AND FIXED-ROUTE BUS SERVICE, AND

combinations of STREET SERVICE WITH ACCESSIBLE RAPID TRANSIT. RoTH ARE

BELIEVED BY CTA TO BE UNSATISFACTORY-

'''ixED-l!sE Option— PARATRANSIT and Lift-Equipped Bus

Federal Regulations also allow agencies to respond by providing a

combination of fixed-route accessible buses and a demand-response
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PARATRANSIT SYSTEM- IDEALLY SUCH A SYSTEM WOULD PROVIDE SPONTANEOUS TRAVEL

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THOSE ABLE TO ACCESS FIXED-ROUTE BUSES AND WOULD ALSO

PROVIDE CONVENIENCE AND THE SHELTER AND SECURITY OF PARATRANSIT FOR THOSE

MORE FRAIL-

CTA BELIEVES FOR A NUMBER OF REASONS THAT THIS MIXED-MODE IS NOT A

SATISFACTORY MEANS OF PROVIDING SERVICE TO ChICAGO's DISABLED- It WOULD NOT

BE POSSIBLE OR DESIRABLE FOR CTA TO RANK DISABLED RIDERS SO THAT THOSE FN

MORE NEED OF DEMAND-RESPONSE ASSISTANCE COULD HAVE ACCESS TO THIS MODE WHERE

LESS SEVERELY DISABLED PERSONS WOULD BE ENCOURAGED OR REQUIRED TO USE FIXED-

ROUTE SERVICES- Instances can arise e-g- severe weather when even the less

SEVERELY DISABLED REQUIRE PARATRANSIT-

The MIXED-MODE OPTION DEPENDS UPON COORDINATION FOR ITS SUCCESS- RiDERS

MUST BE CONFIDENT OF FINDING AN ACCESSIBLE FIXED-ROUTE BUS WHEN NEEDED AND

SHOULD BE ABLE TO TRANSFER BETWEEN FIXED-ROUTES AND PARATRANSIT TO MAKE

TRIPS TO LOCATIONS OR AT TIMES WHEN FIXED-ROUTE SERVICES ARE NOT

CONVENIENTLY AVAILABLE

-

As DESCRIBED IN COMMENTS ON FIXED-ROUTE BUSES ABOVE, THE INTERLOCKED

GRID-SYSTEM OF CTA BUS ROUTES WOULD REQUIRE A VERY LARGE PERCENTAGE OF BUSES

TO BE LIFT-EQUIPPED IF IT WFRE TO BE A RELIABLE SYSTEM FOP THE DISABLED-

CTA WOULD NOT, EVEN AT ITS REQUIRED SPENDING CAP, BE ABLE TO PROVIDE

SUFFICIENT LEVELS OF FIXED-ROUTE BUSES AND A PARATRANSIT SYSTEM ABLE TO

ACCEPT ALL REQUESTS WHEN NEEDED- ThE EXPERIENCE OF OTHER CITIES HAS SHOWN

THAT THE SEVERELY MOBILITY-LIMITED CAN USE PARATRANSIT MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN

ACCESSIBLE FIXED-ROUTE SYSTEMS- EvEN WITH A MIXED SYSTEM HAVING NO

SEGREGATION OF CLIENTS BY DEGREE OF DISABILITY, ADVERSE WEATHER WOULD

GENERATE A DEMAND FOR PARATRANSIT THAT A LIMITED PROGRAM COULD NOT

ADEQUATELY SERVE- TrIPS WOULD THEN HAVE TO BE RECUSED- FURTHERMORE, AND

PERHAPS '^OST IMPORTANTLY, SUCH A SYSTEM WOULD NOT BE COST-EFFECTIVE-
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With a more limited amount of paratransit and fixed-route accessible

vehicles, dispatch coordination beyond the scope of the authority's present

electronic COMMUNICATIONS WOULD BE NEEDED TO ASSURE A COHERENT SYSTEM FOR

DISABLED RIDERS- ThE EXPERIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SUCH A PROGRAM IS

lacking and cta does not feel it would be in the best interest of its riders

or itself to experiment with such a program as a means of compliance with

the federal rules-

Evaluation of Another ^ixed Use Option— Paratransit & Rail

cta has not included expanded rapid transit accessibility as part of its

compliance plan because cta does not believe such accessibility can, in a

realistic time frame, become an adequate means of providing service to the

disabled.

As REQUIRED BY SECTION 321(a) OF THE 1978 SURFACE TRANSPORTATION AcT,

CTA UNDERTOOK A DETAILED STUDY OF MAKING ITS 265 MILE, 143 STATION, 1201

RAILCAR RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM ACCESSIBLE TO THE SEVERELY MOBILITY LIMITED-

As POINTED OUT IN THE CTA 321(a) STUDY VERY LONG LEAD TIMES ARE REQUIRED

for the major engineering and construction work of car and station

conversion.

Costs were estimated both for conversion of each and every station then

EXISTING (140 stations) AND FOR A SOMEWHAT SMALLER GROUP OF "kEY" STATIONS-

Estimated costs in 1979 dollars were between S5n3 million to $^84

MILLION for adaptation OF "kEY" STATIONS AND S706 MILLION TO OVER ONE

BILLION DOLLARS FOR FULL SYSTEM CONVERSION-

ThESE AMOUNTS MUST BE COMBINED WITH THE COSTS OF A COMPLEMENTARY FIXED-

ROUTE BUS OR PARATRANSIT SYSTEM WITHOUT WHICH NO RAIL SYSTEM COULD

EFFECTIVELY MEET THE NEEDS OF THE DISABLED-

OtHER FACTORS AFFECTING THE LONG'TERM EFFECTIVENESS OF RAPID TRANSIT

ACCESSIBILITY ARE THE ABSENCE OF A "gAP FILLING" MECHANISM AND THE
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POPULARITY OF SOME TYPES OF MOBILITY AIDS WHICH POSE SPECIAL PROBLEMS RE:

RAIL ACCESSIBILITY.

CTA RAPID TRANSIT TRAINS REQUIRE A HORIZONTAL GAP BETWEEN PLATFORM AND

TRAIN TO ALLOW FOR THE CAR's "eNVELOPE" OF SWAY AS IT PASSES THROUGH THE

STATION. A VERTICAL GAP BETWEEN CAR FLOOR AND PLATFORM IS ALSO DESIGNED TO

MINIMIZE THE HAZARD OF TRIPPING DURING BOARDING AND ALIGHTING- WhILE A

RIDER USING A STANDARD WHEELCHAIR AND WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF AN ATTENDANT

MAY BE ABLE TO NEGOTIATE SOME INSTANCES OF THIS "gAP", THE HEAVIER ELECTRIC

wheelchairs and popular three-wheeled electric vehicles cannot-

These vehicles also do not fit the standard tie-down devices with which

NEWER CTA rapid TRANSIT CARS ARE EQUIPPED- WhILE INDUSTRY RESEARCH IS

underway on means of SECURING VARIOUS TYPES OF WHEELCHAIRS ABOARD PUBLIC

TRANSIT VEHICLES, NO TECHNOLOGY IS YET AVAILABLE TO ADDRESS THESE ISSUES-

CTA HAS PROCEEDED WITH THE PURCHASE OF RAILCARS WITH WHEELCHAIR-

ACCOMMODATING SLIDING DOORS AND LOCK-CLAMP TIE DOWNS FOR STANDARD (MANUAL

)

WHEELCHAIRS AND HAS PROGRAMMED ACCESSIBILITY INTO THE DESIGN AND

CONSTRUCTION OF ALL NEW STATIONS- CTA NOW HAS 13 FULLY ACCESSIBLE STATIONS

INCLUDING THOSE OF THE NEW RAPID TRANSIT EXTENSION TO O'HaRE FiELD-

CTA INTENDS TO COMPLY WITH ALL STATE AND LOCAL LAWS AND RULES WHICH

PERTAIN TO RAPID TRANSIT STATION DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION AND INTENDS AS WELL

TO COMPLY WITH FEDERAL ARCHITECTURAL BaRRIER STIPULATIONS AS THEY AFFECT

design and construction of facilities- realistically though, cta cannot

depend on such measures to achieve compliance with the section 504 rules-

Other System Improvements for the Disabled

The continuing purchases of accessible railcars and the incorporation of

accessibility into newly constructed stations are more easily noticed than

other cta efforts to make fixed-route travel easier for the mobility-

LIMITED-
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Newer railcars have greatly improved public address systems and new CTA

buses will also have this feature, which enables the blind to more easily

hear stop announcements.

A VISUAL "stop requested" sign is a FEATURE OF ALL NEWER CTA BUSES

ENABLING THE HEARING'IMPAI RED TO BE ASSURED THEIR REQUEST HAS BEEN NOTICED

BY OPERATORS.

A TELETYPEWRITER (TTY) FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED IS AVAILABLE ROTH FOR

STANDARD TRAVEL INFORMATION AND FOR RESERVATIONS ON CTA's SPECIAL SERVICE

PARATRANSIT SYSTEM.

New RAIL STATIONS, SUCH AS THOSE ON THE O'HaRE EXTENSION HAVE AGENT

BOOTHS AND FARE CONTROLS DESIGNED TO ALLOW A WHEELCHAIR-BOUND RIDER TO PAY

HIS OR HER FARE AND THEN PASS THROUGH TO THE PAID AREA OF THE STATION.

CTA's NEW BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES, SUCH AS KEDZIE GaRAGE, HAVE BEEN

DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED TO RE ACCESSIBLE TO THE DISABLED-
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SECTION V .

RIBLIC CnNSIJLTATIOM

CTA MEETS REGULARLY WITH GROUPS CONCERNED SPECIFICALLY WITH DISABILITY

ISSUES:

THE Citizens Advisory Board (CAB) is the legally constituted

LIAISON between THE AUTHORITY AND THE PUBLIC CONSUMER

MEMBERS OF THIS BOARD MEET WITH MEMBERS OF THE CTA ROARD TO

REVIEW A RANGE OF COMMUNITY TRANSIT CONCERNS- A SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE BOARD DEALS WITH TRANSIT ISSUES AFFECTING THE DISABLED-

.THE f^OBILITY LIMITED ADVISORY COMMITTEE MAINTAINED BY THE

Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS), itself the regional

"Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)- The MLAC is the

FORMAL vehicle FOR CTA-RUBLIC INTERCHANGE ON DISABILITY AND

includes REPRESENTATIVES FROM RTA, PACE. CTA, AND METRA AS

WELL AS CITY AND SUBURBAN DISABLED CITIZENS- ThIS GROUP MEETS

AN AVERAGE OF FOUR TO FIVE TIMES PER YEAR AND HAS FREQUENTLY

BEEN CONCERNED WITH SERVICE AREA ISSUES-

.THE Advisory Committee on Services for the Disabled (ACSD) a

21-MEMBER GROUP OF DISABLED CITIZENS, MEMBERS OF ORGANIZATIONS

CONCERNED WITH DISABILITY, AND SOME STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL

OFFICIALS- A NON-OFFICIAL CONSULTATIVE BODY, THE ACSD HAS BEEN

OF GREAT VALUE TO CTA AS A MEANS OF DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING

ITS Special Service policies- Service issues and some contract

SPECIFICATIONS VIS'A'VIS CTA's PRI VATE'VENDOR OPERATION OF ITS

Special Service program were developed through meetings with the

Advisory Committee-

CTA Special Service has also held a policy of responding conscientiously
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TO CONSUMER COMPLAINTS, BELIEVING THAT THESE CAN OFTEN BE A HELPFUL

BAROMETER OF SERVICE QUALITY AND CUSTOMER NEEDS.

CTA PLANS TO CONTINUE ITS INTERCHANGE WITH DISABLED RIDERS THROUGH THESE

MEANS AND WILL RESPOND FULLY TO ISSUES RAISED BY CONSUMERS PERTAINING TO

THIS COMPLIANCE PLAN. ThESE CTA RESPONSES WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE

Authority's submission to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration-

Interagency Coordination Committee

The functions, responsibilities and make-up of the "Interagency

Coordination Committee", described under "Service Area" pp. 20-22 above

will become a key regional committee on service area, service hours and

coordination issues-

Miscellaneous

The CTA Board held extensive public meetings in 19?^4 where it heard

testimony from the disabled community and staff on options for meeting the

transportation needs of the disabled- These options included, contracting

of paratransit, continuation of the former IN-HOUSE operated service, and

equipping fixed-route buses with lifts-

James Charlton, CTA Board member, is a disabled person and advocate-

•34)
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EXHIBIT B (I)

Q^ Special Services Rider Guide
(Saue /or future rejerence)

Welcome to the Chicago Transit Authority's Special Services program' Special Services provides "door-to-
door" transportation' to persons who are ceilified as being unable to use CTA's bus and 'L' ser\'ice Four closely

supervised private caniers provide this service on behalf of the CTA. As a rider, your responsibilities are to
be ready at least ten minutes before your scheduled pickup time and to sign a trip ticket at the end
of the trip, providing you can sign and the information is conect. Also, please provide your carrier with the ex-

act address or building entrance where you wish to be picked up. Many buildings and shopping malls have more
than one entrance.

Who to Call
You may call the carrier of your choice, and may change carriers for any trip. CTA Special Services carriers

are:

Art's Transportation, inc 731-6000
Cook-DuPage Transportation Co. (CDT) 226-7300
Stewart Bus Company 545-7767
Transit Service Corp. fTSC) 878-2200

When to Call
Trips are reserved with the above carriers an\,'time between eight and twenty-four hours in advance of your

desired trip time. Phone lines will be open on weekdays from 5 AM until 9 PM and on weekends and holidays

from 6 AM until 8 PM.

Hours of Service
Trips can begin between 5 AM and 1 AM every day and are reserved by calling any of the four carriers listed

above Stewart Bus Company is the only carrier during the late evening hours (9 PM to 1 AM). Your selected

carrier will also provide you with a return trip to your place of origin. The only time you will need to make two
calls to reserve a round trip is when Stewart Bus Company will carry you after 9 PM and another carr.er is

desired to provide your earlier tnp.

Complaints, Commendations and Questions
All complaints, commendations and questions should be directed to CTA by phoning 527-1700 (TTY

phone number of the hearing impaired 226-3708) dunng normal business hours or by writing to:

CTA Special Services
Washington Garage
1200 W. Washington Blvd.

Chicago, Illinois 60607

When registering a complaint, please be as specific as possible, that is, your carrier, driver number, vehicle

number, time, date, etc.

As a Special Services rider, you can expect your vehicle to arrive on time and keep you on board no more
than 90 minutes. At the end of each tnp

. you and the dnver will sign a tnp ticket to venfy that a tnp was made
and to confirm the actual time your trip began and ended. The driver cannot sign the trip ticket for you:
leave it blank if you are not able to sign yourself.

Payment and Fare
CTA tokens, and full fare monthly and bi-weekly passes will be accepted as well as a 90 cent cash fare (per

one way trip) .
Drivers are not required to make change . Monthly passes are available for S46 00 and ten full fare

tokens can be purchased for S8.50. The dnver will write the senal number of your monthly pass on the tnp

ticket. Transfers, good for one ride only on CTA's fixed route services, ars available for 25 cents Children bet-

ween the ages of 7 and 11 pay half fare; those under the age of 7 ride free when accompanied by an adult.

Attendants
You may have one attendant accompany you on any tnp. Additional attendants can be earned at the discre-

tion of the carrier. Please make arrangements for attendants when reserving your trips. Attendants pay full fare

and should be able to assist you in traveling.

'"Door to -Door" Transportation means that the dnuer picks you up at the mam entrance of ^our point o/o ngin

ond transports you to the mam entrance of your destination. The dnuer is not obligated to assist you with more
than one step.





Subscription Service
If you find that you make the same trip at the same time at least three times a week, you may reqi^sst to join

those who already receive subscription service by calling CTA at 527-1700 .

Subscription riders may choose to ride ixith any of the four carriers and may change carriers provided ar-

rangements are made with CTA a week in advance and you have not changed carriers within the past two
weeks.

If you have the need to temporarily cancel your subscription, please make arrangements through your carrier.

One phone call will hold your subscription for up to two months. Wnticn nonce must be received by the CTA
every thirty days after the initial two month period. For more information and Subscription Rider Guidelines, call

527-1700.

Drivers and Vehicles
Drivers are employees of the individual carriers and their training has been certified by the CTA. They are re-

quired to help you up and down one step, offer you courteous service, be sensitive to your needs and assist you
with one or two parcels weighing no more than 50 pounds. Each driver must display his or her Special
Services identification at all times.
A mix of vehicles are provided by the individual earners including buses, vans, sedans, and station wagons.

Based on your self-classification response, the proper type of vehicle will always pick you up. Carriers will try to

accommodate your request for a specific model of vehicle but cannot guarantee it. You must nde in the vehicle

which arrives to pick you up. All vehicles arc certified by CTA and have a numbered Special Services Certifica-

tion sticker in plain view. This is a shared-ride system, other nders may travel with you. Smoking and dnnking

are not allowed on the vehicles.

Cancellations and No-shows
If you change your plans and wish to cancel your trip, you must call the carrier with whom you made your

reservation as soon as you can. No penalty will be charged if you call the earner at least four hours before your

scheduled tnp time. If you cancel with less than four hours notice you will be penalized as follows:

First late cancellation within a 30 day period — No charge
Second late cancellation within a 30 day period — No charge
Third late cancellation within a 30 day period — $1.00

Fourth late cancellation within a 30 day period — 52.00
Fifth or subsequent late cancellation within a 30 day period — S5.00

When you reserve a trip, your carrier will give you a scheduled time for pick-up when you make your reserva-

tion or will call you back later. The vehicle will wait five minutes for you - piease be ready. If you do not show up
for a ride, you will be penalized as follows:

First no-show within a 30 day period — S1.00
Second no-show within a 30 day period — S2.00
Third or subsequent no-show within a 30 day period — S5.00

Penalties for late cancellations and no-shows must be paid to the driver along with your 90 cent fare at ;he

start of your next tnp, regardless of which carrier transports you.

Special Services nders are encouraged to be prompt and to be available at least ten minutes prior to the sched-

uled pickup. Tardiness not only delays service, but also creates an inconvenience to other nders. Time ad-

justments to the schedule to accommodate unforeseen changes in medical appointments are not considered late

cancellations. Will call (open) return times are allowed for medical appointments only Expect delays for will call

returns m rush hours.

Arriving at your Destination

If you cannot gain entrance at your destination, you may re-board the vehicle. The driver will then contact a

Special Services representative to assist you. You arc responsible for having keys or for arranging to have some-
one at the destination who will insure entrance. At no time will a driver leave you at a destination unless you
have physical access to that location.

Suburban Service Area and Hours
In cooperation with RTA and Pace Suburban Bus Division, service is available between the City of Chicago

and suburban Cicero, Berwyn. Forest Park. Oak Park. River Forest, Eimwood Park, and River Grove from 5

AM to 9 PM, Monday through Saturday Whenever you reserve a trip to or from a suburb, piease tell your ear-

ner which suburb(s) you wiil be traveling in.

Out-of-Town Visitors

Special arrangements for out-of-town disabled visitors will be handled by the CTA. Please provide at least one
week's advance nonce.

Change of Address or Phone Number
If you move or change your phone number, drop Special Services a letter or give us a call.
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B (II)

(

SPECIAL SERVICES INFORMATION
For Service, Call:

Art's Transportation 731-6000

Cook-DuPage Transportation

{CUT) 226-7300

Stewart Bus Co 545-7767

Transit Service Corp. fTSC) 878-2200

For Application, Call: 664.7200. ext. 33^4

For Information, commendations & complaints.

Call: _ 527-1700 (TTY 226-3708)

As a courtesy to others, please be ready 10 mmutet
ba(or« your scl^eduled pickup time.

356-17 (03/86) Ooeialions Planning
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Chicago Transit Authority
Operations Division

Fares Bulletin

EXHIBIT D





Chicago Transit Authority

Fares bulletin

-xecucive Order
|

^"-t5
Et recti ve

:

Feoruarv 1 , 1 98/

CoDie3 Co: General Dlstrlbuclon
Suoersedes 86.03 or Z-'J-Hb

TO: ALL FARE COLLECTING EMPLOYEES
SUBJECT: FARE RATE CHANGES
EFFECTIVE: FEBRUARY 1. 1987--0300 HOURS

CO





TYPES OF RIDERS

FULL R^R£ RIDF.R

— 12 vears of as^e and older exceot as below

REDUCED F.\RE RIDER
— 65 vears of a«e and older oresenting valid RTA Senior Citizen Special Users Travel Card
— disabled riders, regardless of age, oresenting eicher a airrenc RIA Tenporary Special Users

Travel Card or an RIA Pemanenc Soecial Users Travel Card
— grannar and hii?h school students 12 through 20 years of age presenting a valid CTA Snidenc

Reduced Fare Pennit or Evanston Student Identification Card (only good on Evanston bus and rail

routes) only on school days between 0530 and 2000 hours
— 7 thnxigh 11 years of age
— under 7 vears of age and not acconi>anied bv a full or reduced fare-naylng rider or 1^-Day or

monthlv oass user

— groups of unrelated childr-en londer 7 vears of age acconcvanied 1^ a full or reduced fare-oaving

rider or 14-Day or ncnthlv pass user

FREE RIDER

— under 7 vears of age when acccnuanied by a full or reduced fare-iJaying rider or lA-Day or

nmthly oass user

— Chicago Transit Authority unifonned enmlovees with badge prooerlv displaved; if not Ln uniform,

esnnlovee tnist present a current enmlovee's identification card

— accredited transit professional visitor presenting current CEA Five-dav liMc courtesv ride

permt
— Pace and NCRTSAN encloyees presenting a current Pace or NORIRAN encloyee ID riding pass

— Chicago Transit Authoricv pensioners presenting a current CIA pensioner's identification card
— Cook County Sheriff s DeoartiTEnt personnel presenting their star and current CTA riding card

— all police officers in their own nunicipality in full uniform; if not in full 'uniform, thev aust

present their star or badge and their current police identification card
— Chicago aid suburban firefighters in their own nunicipalitv, only in full uniform
— Chicago Traffic Control .Aides in full uniform and presenting current Citv identification card,

only in Chicago frcm Monday c'nrough Fridav between 1000 arvi 1930 hours

— Chicago and suburban Health Department rurses in their own tmnicipalitv and displaying badge

— Chicago, Evanston aid Oak. Park crossing guards in their own miniciDalitv in full uniforra, oalv

en school davs between 0530 and 2000 hours

IDENTIFICATION CARDS

StixJenr Ldencif ication card, per vear S 5.'X^

Student Identification repLacanent of lost card 5.00

Special Users Card replacsmait of lost card 5.00

PARK'N'RIDE LOTS

Skokie Swift-Dempster St., Linden, DesoLaires, River "xiad i no coKens available) 1 .iX)

Howard, o3rd i Asniand, Kimball, Such, Cumberland (parkine tokens available from agent at

these stations; 1.00





EXHIBIT F (I)

ORDINANCE NO. 8' AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING
PUBLIC HEARINGS TO SOLICIT
COMMENTS REGARDING COMPLI-
ANCE WITH NEW FEDERAL
REGULATIONS GOVERNING
SERVICE FOR THE DISABLED

^fflEREAS, The Urban Mass Transoortatior. AcT.inis tration
an agency of the U. S. Deoartraent of Transportation requires
the Chicago Transit Board to provide mass transportation ser-
vices for Dersons with physical disabilities: and

WHEREAS, The Urban Mass Transportation Administration
has issued new regulations containing six criteria governing
such service and requiring a formal resDonse by the Chicago
Transit Board as to its plan for meeting these criteria; and

WHEREAS, Public participation scecificallv that of
disabled persons is also required at all stages of the develOD-
-;ent of this olan including the provision of ODen Dublic
hearings,- and

WHEREAS, The Chicago Transit Board desires to crcvide
the highest quality of transportation for persons with ohysicel
disabilities; and

WHEREAS, The Soecial Service program of the Chicago
Transit Authority presentlv satisfies four of the six regulatory
criteria exceoting only the provision of 24-hour service and
the provision of service throughout the area considered to be
the service area of the Chicago. Transit Authority; and

WHEREAS, The Chicago Transit Authority has deter-
mir.ed to comely with the remaining two criteria by,

(a) expanding Soecial Service paratransit
service to 24 hours on October 20, 1987;
anc

(b) expana Spe cial Services paratransit for
Chicago residents to certain selected
suburbs; and

WHEREAS, Formal public hearings are needed to air and

receive public comments on these plans; now, therefore:

BE IT ORDAINED BY CHICAGO TRANSIT BOARD
OF CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY:





F (II)

ORDINANCE NO. 87-26
(continued) -2

SECTION 1. The Chicaqo Transit Board hereby
authorizes the Special Service Planning section of the
Planning and Develoument Deoartment to undertake public
hearings in appropriate public locations accessible to the
physically disabled at appropriate times.

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force
and effect from and after its passage.

APPROVED: PASSED:

(Signed) WALTER CLARK
(SiKnprt) FHYi I IS rr7fc:s:k

h airman Secret^

T^ebruarv 4, 1987 February 4, 19S'





EXHIBIT G (I)

Special Services

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

To be eligible for CTA Special Services you must be severely mobility-limited, ie.

unable to climb the steps of a standard bus. A severely mobility-limited person will

typically use a mobility aid such as a cane, walker, or wheelchair.

Individuals who are both legally blind and deaf are also accepted for Special Ser-

vice.

To qualify, an individual must:

1).

2).

Have a physician complete the yellow PHYSICIAN'S CERTIFICATION
form certifying that the individual is unable to climb the three (3)

standard-size steps needed to board a coach or is both blind and deaf.

HAVE THE PHYSICIAN ATTACH TO THE YELLOW PHYSICIAN'S
CERTIFICATION FORM, A WRITTEN STATEMENT OF THE APPLI-
CANT'S DISABILITY, ON PROFESSIONAL STATIONERY OR
PRESCRIPTION BLANK, TO VERIFY ELIGIBILITY FOR SPECIAL
SERVICES.

3). Complete the white APPLICATION form, indicating name, address,

special needs, etc.

4). Sign the blue Special Services Card and fill in your telephone number
and address.

5). Include a IV2" x IV2" photograph of yourself. This photograph must not

be glued or in any way permanently affixed to the Special Ser\'ices Card.

6). Mail all four documents with the photograph to:

Chicago Transit Authority

Special Services Certification

1200 W. Washington

Chicago, IL 60607

If you are eligible, you will receive your Special Services card in the mail along with

instructions on how to make reservations for the service. Your name will be entered

into a computer, and you will be able to avail yourself of the service.

^'^ 18 (r«» l(VB0t Punning & D«v«iODm«nt Aaminiilrtllon





\ G (II)

( j
This card Is the properly of the Chicago Transit

' Authority and may be used only by:

Signature:

Address:-

Phone:

!( found return to: CTA Special Services. P.O.

Box 3555. Chicago, IL 60654

PhOlo

For information call: 527-1700
Phone numoer tor ,he neanng ,mpa,rea:

356.2Sire, oi/gT) (TTY) 226-3708





SPECIAL SERVICES APPLICATION

Please Print or Type

Application Date.

G (III)

Name.
Firil

.Date of Birth.

Address. Apt.#. .City. .Zip Code.

Phone. Social Security #

Home Pick Up Location (if different from above address)

Primary Disabilfty

Secondary Disability(ies).

Mobility Aids Used:

Z Manual wheelchair

Z Electric wheelchair

Z Cane(s) for support

Z Walker

Z Crutches

Z No mobility aid

Z 3 wheel vehicle (Lark, Amigo, etc.

Z Canes for visual impairment

Z Hearing Aid/Device

Z Guide animal

Z Other (specify)

Can you ride in a sedan?

Z Yes Z No C Sometimes ^ Require assistance getting into vehicle

Once on board a bus or van, can you sit or transfer on to the vehicle's seat?

Z Yes Z No Z Sometimes Z Require assistance transferring to seat

Is your disability permanent?

If not, estimate duration

Yes Z No

Please list the addresses of your common destinations starting with the ones you visit most often. Specify the

type of location (work, clinic, sister, etc.) as well.

Address Location Type

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

356 16(10.'86)Plannlno& D«v«K3pm«nl AdrDinittfallon Please complete other iide (iromi





What kind(s) of transportation do you currently use (check all that apply)?

_ Friends or relatives

Z Taxi

Z Medicar

Z CTA Bus • CTA "L"

G Drive Self

Z Department on Aging and Disability (DAD)

Illinois Department of Public Aid

C Hospital (specify)

^ Social Service Agency (specify)

C Other (specify)

Z Department of Rehabilitation Services

Do you have a need to use this service three or more days a week for the same trip at the same time (for example.

to go to work)?

a Yes D No

If yes, would you like to be picked up on a regular basis without calling to reserve your trip?

Z Yes Z No

In case of emergency, please contact:

Name.
Rt'aiion :c »ooi

Address

.

Apt. #.

C.iy ZiO Coo%

Applicants should review the brochure on CTA Special Services for information about the program. Please com-
plete this form and return it along with the information requested on the accompanying blue application

instructions.

Signature of Applicant

CTA USE ONLY

Incomplete (specify)

Z Eligible Z Ineligible

If ineligible, specify reason;

Phone # I.D.. Date.

Card issued.

Community area or suburb.

Waiting List Z Yes

Computer entry.

Coordinates

Z No ^ Date added.

354. *6(rav iQrBfft Planning & Oav^oOTivnt Aominialratlon IbMM





G (IV)

PHYSICIAN'S ADVISORY ISSUED BY THE
CHICAGO MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Funds for this program are limited and your evaluation of

each patient must be based solely upon the individual's

physical ability to negotiate the steps and interior condi-

tions of public transit vehicles. ONLY THE PRESENCE
OF A DISABLING PHYSICAL CONDITION, not the pa-

tient's age, economic status, or emotional stability may

be used as a basis for certification.

Please exercise diligence in certifying applicants for this

program, so that truly mobility-limited persons will have

access to this important service. Abuse of this system

could result in travel limits for persons legitimately

qualified to use the program.





G (V)

Special Services
PHYSICIAN'S CERTIFICATION

Applicant, please complete Part A of this form and have your physician complete and sign Part B.

Your physician must also submit a signed statement about your disability on professional sta-

tionery or prescription blank.

Return this form and the letter from your doctor with your application.

Applicani s Name (Please lype or print) Phone

Street Aadress. City Zip Coae

<
O
Q.
a.
<

I understand that the purpose of this certification form is to determine eligibility for the

Special Services program, and I agree to release the information below to the Chicago Tran-

sit Authority (CTA) for this purpose. I understand that the completed form will remain on file

with the CTA, but will not be made available to any other person or agency except those
necessary to administer the program. I understand that the CTA reserves the right and op-

portunity, at its own expense, to have any person seeking Special Services examined by an
outside physician when and so often as it may reasonably require.

Check most appropriate box.

Z I am physically able to sign my name.
Z I am not physically able to sign my name.
Z I sign my name with an 'X'.

Z I can physically sign my name only at times.

Signature (ot witness, it applicant is unable to sign) Eirtnaate

B

<
o
(0

Applicants for CTA Special Services must be severely mobility-limited persons wno are

unable to use regular CTA vehicles because of physical impairment.

This is to certify that the above-named applicant

Z Cannot climb three (3) standard motor coach steps (avg. thirteen (13) inches per step)

or

Z Meets legal definitions of both blindness and deafness.

Expected
Diagnosis: Duration;

How long have you known the applicant?.

Q.
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EXHIBIT H

Mobility Limited Population

Mobility

Limited

"

Total N= 113,000

90,000

80,000

70,000-

60.000-

50,000-

40,000-

^ >.--^!<y?^.-v-i.

30,000-

20,000-

10,000 —W0^^^

0:

Severely

Mobility Limited n=3i,ooo

Can not

use transit n= 20,000

m

1

Source City of Chicago Department of Public Works, A Survey of Mobility Limited Persons. 1975





Chicago's Mobility

LimiLed Population

lahibi 1 I

0.97%(31,000)
Severely Mobility

Limited

2.58%(82.00
Non Severe!
Mobility Limr

Definitions:

Severely Mobility-Limited- Unable or can only use a CTA bus
with great difficulty

f/obility-Limited -Can use a CTA bus v^ith some difficulty

Source Ciiy of Ch.cago Depanment of Public Works. A Survey o( Mobi lity Limited Persons. 1978





EXHIBIT J

Severely Mobility Limited

Ability io Use Taxicabs

88% car. use taxicabs

•C" Z-'.v o; CMiCrigc Depanmem o< Pubiic Wor-Ks A Survey of Mopility Limitec Persons 1975





ooir^.^o Transit Autnoriiy

Op:,r,i;!ons Panning Departmeni
Route & System Planning

EXHIBIT K

DISABLED ! CP-x84: > ?
-

Nursma homes i o/Z, 6-;

I

are
Licensed njrsir.g ho:r,es in the City of Chicago (long-term care facilities)

ai±-ca nursir.c racilicies --

9,126 residentc r-quire serv.ce jnder professional direction
with frequent .T.edical supervision.

D, ir. ter.T.eciate ca:i lacilities —
5,904 resider.ts require periodic .-nedical direction.

C; Intermediate care facilities for the developmentally disacled --

40C residents are encoura-ged to interact witn their coirjnunity

.

D; Otr.er licenses oeci --

-,wC3 re£-cent£ interact witn their con-.iT.unity

.

i .'
, i_c .eSisento

^ c: .liinois i>epart-ent cf Public Health; Julv 20, 1984,
sr.c-et =3GEZ?C5a.

printout listing

>' •• a;
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Chicago Area-
Trips per Person

per Day (Trip Rate)

MDiebcdied rate exciudes cniidren unaer five
Source Cty of Cn.Cu.^w 0^^o.l'^-r.e^,; qj Puo^il worKs. A Survey o( Mot/i iity Ltm.tea Persons. 1976





EXHIBIT M

CHICAGO TRANSIT MTTHORITY

CAPITAL DEVELOPHENT
PRIVATE SECTOR PLANS & PROGRAMS

Special Service | PSPP-x87010
Fact Sheet 3/06/87

Registrants 12,600

Eligibility - limited to persons unable to use
fixed route buses

Monthly Ridership (January '87) 56,800

Average Weekday Ridership 2,037

Average Saturday Ridership 990

Average Sunday/Holiday 838

Ridership growth between Sept. '85 & Jan. '87 382%

CTA cost/trip (1/87) $11.31'

Carriers

:

Art's Transportation, Inc.

Cook-DuPage Transportation
Stewart Bus Company
Transit Svc. Corporation

3Hours of service - 5 a.m. - 1 a.m. everyday (Chicago)
5 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon.-Sat. (in suburbs)

Fare

Reservation Requirement

Service Area:

Chicago, Cicero, Berwyn, Forest Park,
Elmwood Park, Oak Park, River Forest
River Grove

Drivers

Vehicles

$0.90

8 hours (minimum advance)

252 square miles

332

185 certified vehicles

1. Includes approximately 4,900 trips by attendants.
2. Current figure includes attendants. Administrative costs are

approximately 5.5% additional. When CTA operated Special Service
the cost/trip was $28.61 (including attendants) plus the cost of
capital.

3. Stewart Bus Co. is the only carrier providing service between 9pm to lam.
4. Use of tokens or full fare passes or cash is accepted.





EXHIBIT N

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Special Service

CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT Percentage Increase in Ridership
PRIVATE SECTOR PLANS & PROGRAMS

PSPP-X87006
3/17/87

1986
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EXHIBIT P (I)

CHICAGO TRANSIT AITTUORJLTY

CTA Paratranslt vs. I PSPP-x87009
CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT Lifts on Buses 3/05/87
PRIVATE SECTOR PLANS & PROGRAMS

1. Federal regulations allow CTA to choose either a door-to-door para-
transit system or an accessible fixed-route system or a mix of the

two. CTA's 1987 budget for paratransit is $9.6M plus SSOO.OOO in

administrative expenses or about $10. IM. CTA expects to be able to

meet current IMTA regulations at less than the required maximum
annual expenditure of $18M.

2. Many riders could not effectively use lift-equipped buses, so a

door-to-door system would still be required to meet their needs.

During Chicago's severe winters man riders would be unable to even
reach a bus stop . In Denver, lift use declines 60* during the

winter months.

3. Lifts are costly to maintain. Based upon CTA experience with
Carpenter buses (with fourth generation lifts) and industry
experience, CTA would require one additional mechanic for every
12-24 buses purchased. With a fleet of over 2200 buses, a 50Z
lift equipped fleet would entail an additional 112 mechanics
at an annual cost of $4,600,000.

4. Lift utilization is very low in all systems so equipped. In

Dallas the average lift is used once every three months; in

Seattle (where lift use is the highest in the county) each lift

is used once every two days, on average. (see PSPP-y87004 attached)

5. Thirteen major cities, with a combined fleet of lift equipped buses
of over 7800, provided approximately one third the number of daily
trips CTA's Special Service provides. The cost of providing a CTA
demand-responsive trip is much lower than providing a trip on a lift

• equipped buses in all but one of the thirteen cities surveyed. (see

PSPP-y8700'i attached)

6. Lift manufacturers have yet to produce a lift that has proven both
reliable and maintainable in a northern winter.

7. Lifts are expensive to purchase. The added capital cost of 2275
buses (CTA's entire fleet) with lifts is $36,000,000 at $15,000 per

unit. An additional $4,600,000 would be required to maintain these
buses annually. CTA expects lifts for 40' buses to be $12,000 to

$15,000 per unit.

8. If new lift equipped buses were purchased, federal regulations would
prohibit CTA from concentrating them in one area or garage for a

test

.

9. Presently the CTA Special Service System can meet all demand for a

door-to-door service. CTA reduced the unit cost per trip by over 50"

per trip through privatization (contracting).





p (II)

There is an 8 hour minimum reservation requirement. Service is

operated 5 a.m. to 1 .i.ra. everyday (suburban service is provided
until 9 p.m. and cheri; is no Sunday /holiday service). The service
area includes Oiicaj;o and seven suburbs. The average cost of a CTA
paratransit trip in J.muary, 1987 was $11.31 plus the cost of
administration. Direct administrative expenses were about 69 cents
per trip during the first six months of 1986. During January, 1987
CTA provided almost 57,000 paratransit trips.
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1- The Board is facing a major decision- Its decision must satisfy

TWO objectives:

a. Set an appropriate future direction for serving the disabled

community of Chicago-

B- Assure compliance with the next version of the U-S- DOT

regulation implementing Section 5Q^ (non-discrimination of

handicapped persons in federally funded programs)-

2- The staff has reviewed the experience to date of the transit

industry- The results show there is no single best approach-

A- Accessible bus only - Both SCRTD (Los Angeles) and AC Transit

(Oakland) operate only mainline accessible buses- They

provide no paratransit service themselves; (though muni-

cipal and private non-profit corporations do so in their

service areas.)

B- Paratransit only - Cleveland^ Milwaukee, Minneapolis and

Pittsburgh have taken the opposite approach; all four

operate only a demand-responsive service- Milwaukee

abandoned operation of its accessible buses in favor of a

user side subsidy program- The other three have never

operated accessible buses and have no plans to change this-

c- B us/paratrans it combinations - A good many systems have

developed "mixed" approaches- Dallas, Philadelphia and

Portland, for example, have accessible buses because they

WERE required TO PURCHASE L

I

FT'EQU I PPED VEHICLES- FuTURE

purchases are PLANNED WITHOUT LIFTS- Th E I R PREFERRED SERVICE

MODE IS A PARATRANSIT PROGRAM- SEATTLE MeTRO AND DENVER RTD,

OFTEN CITED AS THE SYSTEMS MOST DEDICATED TO FIXED-ROUTE

ACCESSIBILITY, ALSO PROVIDE DOOR-TO-DOOR PARATRANSIT SERVICE-
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D- Accessible rail/accessible bus - WMATA in Washington^ D-C-

IS THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE OF AN ACCESSIBLE MULTIMODAL SYSTEM-

Since it was constructing an accessible rail system, WMATA

CHOSE ACCESSIBLE BUSES RATHER THAN PARATRANSIT FOR ITS

SURFACE MODE- DoOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE IS OFFERED BY SOCIAL

SERVICE AGENCIES-

E- Accessible rail/paratransit - Two of the newer rail system's,

Atlanta and Miami, also operate paratransit programs-

Atlanta operates several fixed-routes exclusively for handi-

capped persons; Miami has an extensive interagency brokerage

system- Neither system, even though they have accessible

rail, operate accessible service on the bus routes available

TO the general public-

F- Accessible bus/accessible rail/paratrans it - Two multimodal

systems operate all possible options- Boston's three-level

program follows their initial accessibility plan developed

IN 1977- It first started with a paratransit program-

Accessible buses and accessible rail are being phased in

GRADUALLY- BalTIMORE's NEW RAIL STARTER LINE IS ACCESSIBLE-

Its BUSES are l i ft-equipped- It also operates a paratransit

PROGRAM-

The upshot of this overview is that we have the FREEDOM AND FLEXI-

BILITY TO CHOOSE WHATEVER APPROACH OR COMBINATION OF APPROACHES WE

WANT- The BOTTOM LINE IS THAT IT SERVE THE NEEDS OF THE CiTY OF

Chicago in an efficient and effective manner-

ThE STAFF presentation WILL START WITH AN OVERVIEW, DISCUSS POPU-

LATION CHARACTERISTICS, AND SERVICE DEMAND, THEN LOOK IN DETAIL AT

LIFTS ON MAINLINE BUSES, SPECIAL SERVICES AND PARATRANSIT OPTIONS-





I. OVERVIEW

ADAPT DE.^A.NDS

ADAPT CAME TO THE CTA Board with three demands:

1) Create and adopt a policy for the disabled;

2) Purchase 60 buses for CTA's Special Services
and expand service so there were no refusals; and

3) Put lifts on 353 Flyer buses on order and on
ALL future orders-
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STAFF INVESTIGATION

CTA staff have investigated many systems- Mr- Hcellen, CTA staff

AND MEMBERS OF THE DISABLED COMMUNITY MADE A SPECIAL FACT FINDING

trip TO Denver and Seattle- Staff also visited .Milwaukee, Pitts-

burgh AND Cleveland- The staff summary of these visits is enclosed

in the package distributed prior to the Board meeting-

Our reasons for choosing the sites we visited^ briefly are:

Milwaukee has the first as well as a very successful user side

subsidy program- Also it was one of the first systems in the

country to operate accessible fixed-route buses- These lifts

were bolted shut due to low usage and high maintenance costs-

Denver and Seattle are often cited as the most successful examples

OF accessible fixed-route service- Seattle has the highest

ridership and lowest lift failure rates of any system- fi £ also

learned that both also operate door-tq-door paratransit service-

Cleveland operates a paratransit system much like our own- It

USES its own operators for city SERVICE; A TAXI COMPANY IS UNDER

CONTRACT TO SERVE THE SUBUR3S-

PlTTSBURGH OPERATES THE LARGEST BROKERED SYSTEM IN THE COUNTRY-

The TRANSIT system's portion of the Access Program is now only 40

PERCENT of the total BUDGET; SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY SPONSORS FjND
THE REST-
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As Mr- Ford has discussed, there are few commonalities in the

TRANSIT INDUSTRY, EVEN IN THE CITIES WE VISITED- Th 1 S DIVERSITY

suggests that we can be creative in providing service to the disabled

Let's talk about fixed-route accessible service first- Specifically,

reliability, ridership and cost-

KELIABILITY

LXPERIENCE OF TRANSIT PROPERTIES IS THAT THOSE WITH GOOD WORKING

AND OPERABLE LIFTS ARE RELATIVELY PLEASED AND PROPERTIES WITH LIFTS

WITH A HIGH FAILURE RATE ARE NOT- FlRST GENERATION LIFTS DID NOT

WORK WELL- Many of the stories from around THE INDUSTRY EVOLVED

from this early generation-

-- Experience in St- Louis with the first generation of lifts was

D

I

sastrous -

-- The "Lift-U" lift used in Seattle is probably the best

state-of-the-art lift around with a failure rate of only 2!S-

Many cities have followed Seattle's lead and purchased "Lift-U"

LIFTS- No ONE has MATCHED THIS HIGH RELIABILITY RATE-

-- The EEC lift by Environmental Equipment Corporation is used in

UENVER ON THE STANDARD COACHES ( ON NEW ARTICULATED BUSES, THE

Ll FT-U LIFT IS USED)- OnlY 12' OF DeNVER's EEC LIFTS ARE IN

OPERATING CONDITION BUT MAINTENANCE STAFF BELIEVE THEY HAVE A

"fix" for the EEC lifts-

-- Detroit/dot gave up trying to maintain lifts on their GMM RTS

buses.
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-- Problems still exist- SEPTA's latest order of neoplan buses are

OUTFITTED WITH TDT LIFTS- OnlY 18 OF 150 ARE OPERATIONAL-

septa's first order of accessible buses (300 GMC RTS 02s) have

PERFORMED MORE DEPENDABLY-

RIDERSHIP

kidership on accessible fixed-route services generally is very low-

-- Published statistics for 1983 show Seattle's service had 193

LIFT uses on a typical WEEKDAY OR ABOUT 95 USERS ( 50Z OF ALL

ROUTES ARE IOOm ACCESSIBLE)-

-- Ridership IN Oakland is 100 lift uses per day (about 50 users)-

-- Published 1983 statistics for Denver showed lift use on a typical

weekday to BE 45-

-- In Seattle, we were told ridership has increased to about 250

LIFT uses and no PROBLEMS WITH THE COUNTING PROCEDURES WERE

INDICATED- Denver has reporting problems- This results in a

FIGURE SOMEWHAT LOWER THAN ACTUAL LIFT USE- An UPPER BOUND FOR

ITS 1984 LIFT USE IS APPROXIMATELY 100 LIFT USES PER TYPICAL

WEEKDAY-

-- Ridership on 12 other transit systems surveyed is very low

ranging from nil to only 20 users per day, oakland and seattle

are the most successful from a ridership standpoint-

KiDERSHIP ON PARATRANSIT SERVICES VARIES AND IS DEPENDENT ON

SERVICE ATTRIBUTES- AlL OF THE CITIES WITH BOTH PARATRANSIT

SERVICES AND ACCESSIBLE FIXED-ROUTES SERVICE REPORT HIGHER

RIDERSHIP ON THEIR PARATRANSIT SERVICE-
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COSTS

The capital and operating of lifts on mainline buses and/or the

operation of a paratransit program is substantial'

LIFTS ON i^AINLINE BUSES

-- The CAPITAL COST OF LIFTS RANGE FROM $10,000 TO $17,000 PER LIFT

PER VEHICLE- We'vE USED $15,000 FOR OUR ANALYSIS-

-- On CTA's order of M-A-N- articulated buses the bid price on the

LIFTS WAS $17,100- Flyer hasn't given us a set price for adding

lifts onto the present order- a range of $15,000 to $30,000

HAS been discussed BY FlYER-

-- The operating cost per accessible bus lift use (one-way trip)

is not generally calculated by transit properties-

-- Most transit properties are not able to accurately determine the

EXACT operating COST OF LIFTS BUT THE ONE TANGIBLE OPERATING COST

ITEM IS FOR ADDITIONAL MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL- ThERE SEEMS TO BE

general agreement a mechanic is required for every 15-25 lifts-

-- Other marginal costs would be incurred for planning, training,

marketing, etc-j on-street operating impacts are undocumented-

SCHEDULE IMPACTS OF LIFTS HAVE NOT INCREASED COSTS IN ANY CITY

BUT LIFT USE (rIDERSHIP) IS VERY LOW- We EXPECT BOARDING/

ALIGHTING TIMES TO BE 3-5 MINUTES- A 3-5 MINUTE DELAY HAS LESS

IMPACT ON A STREET WHERE THE INTERVAL BETWEEN BUSES IS 30 MINUTES

THAN ONE WITH A 3 OR 5 MINUTE INTERVAL- ThESE RANDOM DELAYS OF

3-5 MINUTES WOULD BE NO DIFFERENT THAN ANY OTHER- SEATTLE AND

JENVER DO NOT HAVE THE CLOSE INTERVALS BETWEEN BUSES THAT CHICAGO

DOES-
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GENERAL OBSERVATION

After numerous discussions with the staff of other transit pro-

PERTIESy I HAVE A SENSE ^haT WHEN THERE WAS A COMMITMENT FROM THE

top down IN PLANNING, MARKETING AND RESOURCES, LIFTS WORKED SATIS-

FACTORILY- Those properties that purchased lifts only to meet state

LAWS or federal REQUIREMENTS HAVE NOT HAD A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE*

PARATRANSIT COSTS

There is a range of costs for operating paratransit services- As

•WITH any service, THESE COSTS ARE INFLUENCED PRIMARILY BY LABOR

costs AND PRODUCTIVITY- We FOUND:

-- Annual budgets range from $1 to $5 million for operating and

administrative support-

-- Operating cost per passenger trip generally varies from $9-S18

PER TR I P

-

-- The operating cost per trip on CTA's Special Services is about

$27-00.

-- Many systems spend less on paratransit than CTA but have a

ridership that greatly exceeds our level of 12,000 trips a month^

-- Most large transit systems contract for some or all of their

paratransit service (hence the lower cost per trip).

umta requirements

The feds currently require the CTA make half of its fleet acces-

sible OR spend the equivalent of 3-1/22 OF ITS Section 5 funds

for a paratransit service FOR THE DISABLED- 3-1/2Z OF THE REGIOn's

Section 5 fund is $3-2 million- CTA has budgeted approximately

$4 million in 1984 for CTA's Special Services-
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New regulations have been proposed but probably will not be re-

leased UNTIL after the NOVEMBER ELECTIONS- ThEY, TOOy WOULD

require half of all mainline service to be accessible or operation

of a paratransit service that meets minimum service guidelines-

These service guidelines would require 24-hour service, service

throughout our service area, a reasonable wait time, comparable fare,

and no change in the way we handle trip purposes or lists of riders

waiting for service- a cost cap would remain in effect-

11- SERVICE DEMAND AND PROFILE OF THE DISABLED

In 1978, THE Department of Public Works, City of Chicago, undertook

AN extensive random DIGIT TELEPHONE SURVEY OF THE TRANSPORTATION

needs OF THE DISABLED- DavE CONSULTING, InC-, CTA's CONSULTANTS

FOR THE Special Services Analysis, believe this is some of the best

DATA available NATIONALLY (EVEN THOUGH IT DOES NOT INCLUDE NURSING

homes OR OTHER INSTITUTIONALIZED MEMBERS OF THE POPULATION)-

ThE following is a summary of THE INFORMATION-

SUMMARY

-- There are 113,000 mobility-limited in Chicago- A person is

DEFINED AS MOB I L I TY "L I M I TED IF THEY HAVE DIFFICULTY USING A

fixed-route BUS (see chart). 1980 CENSUS FIGURES CONFIRM THESE

ESTIMATES ARE REASONABLE-
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-- 5l000 are severely mob i l i t y "l i m i ted y that means they cannot

use a cta bus at all or only with great difficulty-

-- About 20,000 persons of the 3L000 severely mobility-limited

CANNOT USE A CTA BUS AT ALL (DUE TO PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS)-

-- The MOBILITY-LIMITED COMPRISE ABOUT 3-55Z OF THE POPULATION-

2-58% ARE MODERATELY MOBILITY-LIMITED AND JUST LESS THAN 12

ARE SEVERELY MOB I L I T
Y
-L I M I TED (SEE CHART)-

-- The severely mobi lity-limited are much older than the general

POPULATION- In fact, their median age IS 71- This means half

ARE older than. 71- MoST DISABLED PERSONS ARE NOT YOUNG WHEEL-

chair users, but rather frail and elderly (see chart)-

-- Many are economically disadvantaged-

-- 68-5Z OF THE severely mobility-limited drive or HAVE ACCESS TO

AN AUTOMOBILE- Th I S MEANS THEY HAVE SOMEONE WILLING TO DRIVE

THEM- This is not unlike the general population in the DEGREE

OF transit dependency. In Chicago, about 602 of the able-bodied

population did have access to an automobile to make a trip (per

the 1980 census) -

In spite of the perception of disabled individuals being pri-

marily wheelchair users, 88% of the severely mobility-limited

can use cabs or sedans- These individuals use canes, walkers,

CRUTCHES, etc- OR CAN TRANSFER FROM THEIR WHEELCHAIR- ThuS, A

contracted SERVICE WHICH RELIES ON CAB COMPANIES, SEDANS, AND

STATION WAGONS (WITHOUT SPECIALIZED VANS OR BUSES) COULD SERVE

MOST OF THIS GROUP; SPECIALLY-EQUIPPED BUSES AND VANS WOULD ONLY

BE REQUIRED FOR 12% (SEE CHART).

32-lZ OF THE SEVERELY MOB I L I T
Y "L I M I TED WHEN ASKED IF THEY

FELT THEY WOULD BE ABLE TO USE A REGULAR CTA BUS WITH A

LIFT, REPLIED THEY COULD NOT DO SO AT ALL-
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CIA CONTACTED THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER
OF NURSING HOME RESIDENTS- ThERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 17,500
NURSING HOME RESIDENTS IN CHICAGO (SEE CHART).

SERVICE DE^IAND

-- The severely mobility-limited make fewer daily TRIPS THAN THE

MODERATELY DISABLED OR NON-DISABLED (SEE CHART)- Th I S LOW DAILY

TRIP RATE IS A REFLECTION OF THE FACT THAT 54-01 ARE RETIRED,

HAVE A LOWER INCOME STATUS, AND ARE LIMITED IN TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES

-- The DEMAND FOR TRANSIT SERVICE BY SEVERELY MOB I L I T
Y
"L I M I T ED

IS ABOUT 2,000 TRIPS PER TYPICAL WEEKDAY- CTA's SPECIAL SERVICE

CURRENTLY MEETS LESS THAN 25% OF THIS DEMAND-

If the 24-HOUR RESERVATION REQUIREMENT WAS REDUCED TO ONE HOUR,

DEMAND FOR TRANSIT BY THE SEVERELY DISABLED WOULD DOUBLE TO

4,000 TRIPS-

-- These estimates are provided by Dave Consulting Inc- but actual

DEMAND may BE HIGHER OR LOWER-

49 Social service agencies in Chicago provide or fund trans-

portation service for their clients- Most agencies restrict trip

purposes and transportation is not their primary mission- The

upshot of this is that there is much unused capacity- We have

BEEN unable TO OBTAIN RIDERSHIP OR BUDGET INFORMATION ON THESE

SERVICES -
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III. ACCESSIBLE FIXED-ROUTE SERVICE/I.^PLE.^ENTATION FOR CTA

Equipped line-haul fixed-route buses with lifts addresses the chal-

lenge OF transporting the disabled by making the syste"^ access : 3lE •

Accessible service also has the following attributes:

-- Does not subject the rider to a reservation rE':2ui re."^ent and
spontaneous travel is greatly enhanced

-- i^ainstreams the disabled

-- Does not require a dedicated staff of operators^ support p=r-
SONNEL and special VEHICLES

-- Probably will have few or no schedule impacts which increase
OPERATING costs BY AND OF THEMSELVES

Accessible service by and of itself will not meet the needs of all

DISABLED individuals BECAUSE THEIR PHYSICAL CONDITION PREVENTS '-£^

GETTING TO A BUS STOP-

-- iIaNY CANNOT TRAVEL OR WALK A FEW BLOCKS

ICE> SNOW AND RAIN WILL IMPACT THE USE OF LIFTS

The PRESENT URBAN ENVIRONMENT ITSELF IS NOT VERY ACCESSIBLE

BUT THE DISABLED RIGHTFULLY ARGUE YOU HAVE TO START 3CME = _ i C

E

-- Some AMIGO AND ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIR USERS MAY NOT 3E -^BlE ' C 3E

PROPERLY SECURED

-- The OTHER HALF OF OUR CURRENT SPECIAL SERVICE CLIENTS (SHOW =!£

CHART) MAY BE PROHIBITED FROM USING THE LIFT STANDING DUE TC -Ei!

CLEARANCE PROBLEMS- If A LIFT WERE INSTALLED ON A FlYER 3J3 A"

THE DOOR, THE CLEARANCE WOULD BE 5 FEET- LESS THAN 10' OF ADULT

FEMALES AND II OF ADULT MALES CAN CLEAR 5 F££T WITHOUT BENDING-



t
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Wheelchair lifts will:

-- Increase operating costs and require added maintenance personnel'

-- Increase capital costs-

CTA COSTS

The purchase of lifts for mainlines buses will increase costs-

Assuming CTA could purchase a good working lift with a failure rate

of 2« such as Seattle's "Lift-U" lift (a general assumption):

Capital

-- capital costs would be $3^,125.000 in constant dollars, if the

entire fleet were equipped over the next 12 years-

-- given the reliability issue, the spare ratio may have to be

raised slightly- If the fleet were expanded to account for

this, an additional capital cost would be incurred-

Operating

-- one mechanic will be needed for every 20 buses-

-- maintenance labor costs for the lifts would be $29-4 million

over the next 12 YEARS-

IF LIFTS WERE ORDERED FOR THE 363 FlYER BUSES ON ORDER, AN

ADDITIONAL $5-45 MILLION TO $10-9 MILLION WOULD HAVE TO BE

TAKEN FROM OTHER CAPITAL PROJECTS OR THE NUMBER OF BUSES PUR-

CHASED REDUCED BY 34 TO 58 BUSES- If THE NUMBER OF BUSES

PURCHASED WERE DECREASED THIS WOULD HAVE THE EFFECT INCREASING

OUR BUS REPLACEMENT CYCLE FROM 12 YEARS TO 13-5 YEARS-
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LIFTS .'•'A I NTA INABILITY

In Seattle the lift failure rate is said to be 2Z- Our own exper-

ience WITH A "LlFT-U" LIFT ON OUR SPECIAL SERVICES VEHICLES HAS

GIVEN US GROUNDS TO COMPARE- A CTA TECHNICAL SERVICES ENGINEER

ALSO WENT TO DENVER AND SEATTLE AND CAN COMPARE THE "LlFT-U" LIFT

IN Seattle with the "Lift-U" lift on 20 Carpenter Special Services

BUSES AND the CoLLINS PLATFORM LIFT USED ON THE SUPERIOR BUSES-

The FOLLOWING ARE SOME OBSERVATIONS:

-- The lift used on Carpenter buses folds into the configuration

OF the steps-

-- The Collins lift used on the 20 Superior buses is a platform

lift located at the rear door- As a platform lift, it cannot

BE used in a regular CTA BUS because it does not fold into the

configuration of steps-

-- The Collins lift requires approximately 2/3 fewer hours to

MAINTAIN THAN THE LIFT USED ON THE "LiFT-U" LIFT ON CaRPENTER

buses -

-- The Carpenters had a screw drive lift, rather than the newer

generation chain belt lift- even though they work in seattle.

THEY couldn't BE MADE TO WORK PROPERLY HERE-

-- The "Lift-U" lifts on CTA Carpenter buses have now all been

THROUGH 15 retrofits AND IN EFFECT, WE NOW HAVE A NEW GENERATION

"LiFT-U" LIFT- The work was DONE UNDER WARRANTY AND IS NOT A

RESULT OF POOR MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES-

The NEW GENERATION "LlFT-U" LIFT ON THE CARPENTER BUSES HAS NOT

BEEN PROVEN IN A CHICAGO WINTER SINCE THE LAST OF RETROFITS

WAS ONLY RECENTLY COMPLETED-
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It is not known how new generation 'Lift-U* lifts would operate in

Chicago and you must draw your own conclusions- However, there are

differences between chicago and seattle:

-- Seattle streets have relatively few potholes-

-- There is little> if any, snow accumulations and salt is not

USED*

-- The air is relatively free of pollutants, possibly a reason

for switches^ wiring and controls working so well-

-- Seattle does not schedule heavy loads and we observed no standees

IN STEPWELLS-

-- Chicago uses its "Lift-U" lifts much more frequently than does

Seattle-

CTA staff did reach some conclusions:

If lifts are purchased for mainline CTA buses, there must be a

commitment for added personnel and resources before the lifts

ARRIVE- We have to BE COMMITTED TO OPERATING THE SERVICE

PROPERLY-

LIFT RIDERSHIP

At THE CTA Board's request, staff has done an analysis of lift use

AND WHAT IT MIGHT BE IN ChICAGO-

bO OUR ESTIMATES WOULD ERR ON THE SIDE OF CONSERVATISM WE BASED

OUR ESTIMATES ON THE FOUR CITIES SURVEYED WITH THE HIGHEST REPORTED

LIFT USE-
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These cities' lift usage and lift users on a typical weekday are:

System Lift Use Lift Users

Seattle 193-0 98-5

Oakland (AC)

Denver

Los Angeles (SCRTD)

100.0

45.0

40.5

50.0

22.5

20.3

All of the systems have over 50' of their fleet accessible

(lift-equ ipped) •

Extrapolation of these numbers for Chicago on the basis of service

area population indicates that if Chicago's lift use fares as well

AS these systems lift use on a typical weekday would be between 24

and 500. Based on the current bus replacement plans, it will take

UNTIL 1990 TO achieve 50J accessibility in Chicago.

Each of these systems operates what is primarily a radial system

SO passengers must not TRANSFER AS OFTEN AS THEY DO IN CHICAGO-

In Chicago, 53J of our passengers transfer one or more times to

MAKE A TRIP- In LoS AnGELES ONLY 27% TRANSFER; IN OAKLAND ONLY

19* TRANSFER. SeATTLE's RATE IS 31*. TRANSFERS WILL HAVE ONE OF

TWO EFFECTS. ThEY WILL INCREASE THE NUMBER OF LIFT USES OR DIS-

COURAGE RIDING.

To RESPOND TO A QUESTION BY Mr . GALLAGHER; LIFT USE IN DeNVER IS

AFFECTED BY WEATHER- ThERE IS A 60% DROP IN LIFT USE DURING WINTER

MONTHS AS COMPARED TO THE SPRING OR FalL*
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Lastly staff did an analysis of the frequency of lift use on a single

TYPICAL BUS IN THESE FOUR CITIES- We FOUND THE FREQUENCY OF USE

TO BE:

Lift Use
Sxujji Frequency Per Bus

Seattle Once every 3 days
Oakland Once every 5 days
Denver Once every 10 days
Los Angeles Once every 46 days

IV. PARATRANSIT SERVICES

-- Demand-responsive systems are often structured differently,

but all share some common elements and attributes-

-- The SERVICE COMES AT LEAST TO THE CURB OF THE RIDER's PICKUP

AND DESTINATION AND CAN GO ALMOST ANYWHERE-

-- The RIDER IS NOT AS SUBJECT TO INCLEMENT WEATHER-

It PROVIDES THE RIDER WITH MOBILITY REGARDLESS OF PHYSICAL

CONDITIONS •

-- It SERVES MORE SEGMENTS OF THE DISABLED COMMUNITY THAN ACCESSIBLE

mainline services-

-- Allows disabled persons to mainstream in the world of jobs and

commun ity

-

However, demand-responsive systems

-- Usually require users to register and make reservations in
advance in order to travel-

-- Require dedicated operators, vehicles and support personnel-
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V. PARATRANSIT COST IMPLICATIONS

-- cta now spends $^ million annually and carries 12^000 monthly-

Internal changes to boost productivity may enable us to increase

CAPACITY BY ONE-POURTH TO ONE-THIRD (E-G- MONTHLY RIDERSHIP OP

approximately 15,000)-

-- Reliance on contractors with lower unit costs (e-g- Sll-Sl^i

PER trip) could almost DOUBLE CAPACITY (SOME PUNDS SHOULD BE

allocated POR EXPANDED PERFORMANCE MONITORING)-

-- Expansion of service by 50 buses, as suggested by some current

users, would increase annual operating costs to $10 million if

we operate as we do now-

-- Fleet expansion of this magnitude would exceed the capacity of

Washington Garage by approximately 20-25 buses; a new facility

WOULD COST $8 to $12 MILLION WITH UNKNOWN OPERATING COST

IMPACTS -

CTA SPECIAL SERVICES

-- Started in 1981 in response to 50^ regulations-

-- These regulations have since been changed and new regulations
provide for local option- CTA complies with the letter of this
current regulation-

-- Started with 20 vehicles and a dedicated garage-

-- 32 vehicles, of a total of 42, are now required to meet
schedule-

-- Hours of service:
5:00 A-M- TO 9:30 p-m- Monday thru Friday
9:00 A-M- to 5:00 p-m- Saturday/Sunday/hol I days

-- Eligibility is limited to those unable to use CTA services-
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Certifications have grown (see chart)*

RiDERSHIP has grown TREMENDOUSLY AND STABILIZED AT ABOUT

12y000/MONTH (SEE CHART).

50Z OF THE TRIPS ARE RESERVED FOR SUBSCRIBERS* ThE ADVISORY

Committee recommended we limit subscriptions to 50Z at the onset

OF THE PROGRAM. Th E BALANCE OF 5,700+ REGISTRANTS MUST CALL 24 HOURS

in advance to reserve a ride and have access to 50% of the service-

Several hundred share the other 50% of the service. Subscription

RIDERS generally HAVE MORE RECURRING TRIPS AND DO NOT HAVE TO CALL IN

ADVANCE. Subscriptions are assigned on a first-come first-served

basis.

Staff recognized Special Services was very costly and there was

A need to improve service quality and productivity.

In January, 1984, the Board authorized CTA to enter into a con-

tract with uave Consulting, Inc-, to analyze this service from

top to bottom.

The FOLLOWING are the highlights OF THE CONSULTANTS FINDINGS.

Per trip cost is high -- about $27.00.

• The system was established without any regular program of

performance monitoring.

. a high level of commitment by staff was found.

Productivity is low and there is room for improvement in

both efficiency and effectiveness.

• The program's scheduling and dispatching procedures are very

inefficient.

• The present computerized system could be improved resulting

in better scheduling, productivity and reporting.

Job descriptions are inadequate.
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Special Services plays a secondary role to the primary

MISSION of departments AND SOME REORGANIZATION IS NEEDED-

The selection of vehicles used in the program appears to be

realistic.

Substantially more vehicles are required to meet demand

WITH A 24-hour reservation REQUIREMENT-

Special Services should function as a feeder service as more

accessible stations and rapid transit cars are introduced-

This last finding supports staff proposals in the regional

504 transition plan prepared in 1980-

The FEASIBILITY OF CONTRACTING AND CONTRACTING OPTIONS WAS ALSO

studied by our consultants and is receiving considerable attention-

-- Several private providers have made proposals to operate

Special Services •

-- Other transit systems have had success with this approach.

Why consider contracting?

-- Lower unit costs

-- Potential for improved productivity leading to better service

Involvement of the private sector

Several comparisons of costs and ridership with other transit

OPERATORS were MADE THAT ILLUSTRATE THESE POINTS (TWO CHARTS TO BE

displayed).
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What do these cities do differently?

-- None rely exclusively on their own operators^

-- Minneapolis and Cleveland supplement service by their operators

WITH private contracts: CLEVELAND PAYS ITS OPERATORS A LOWER

wage rate-

-- Boston^ Miami and Portland use private contractors exclusively-

-- Philadelphia and Pittsburgh contract with a broker who subcon-

tracts WITH PRIVATE OPERATORS-

-- Dallas and Milwaukee have a user-side subsidy program-

Most cities involve multiple contractors

- Assigned to specific service zones

Provide different types of vehicles

SEDANS for semi-ambulatory

lift-equipped vans for wheelchair users

Keep costs low, performance and responsiveness high through

competition and cross-operator comparisons
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a precedent exists for contracting service in the chicago area;

-- City of Chicago, Department of Aging And Disability contracts
for service

-- RTA's paratransit program has 16 contractors

There are three methods of contracting:

1) Direct contracts between the CTA and private carriers^

2) A Brokerage system.

3) A user-side subsidy program-

A brokerage system:

-- Brings in a trained manager to oversee operations and managements-

serves AS A "buffer" between SPONSOR AND OPERATOR*

-- Reduces to a minimum the need for CTA resources and staff for

management and control-

-- May be the best method of tapping into other local, state and

federal resources-

-- cta, as an operator, may be ineligible to tap into some sources due to

program restrictions and federal requirements which prohibit unfair

COMPETITION WITH PRIVATE CARRIERS (E-G- SCHOOL BUS CHARTER PROBLEM)-

wlth a broker, the social agencies funnel funds through the broker-

is used very successfully in plttsburgh-

-- In Pittsburgh, 50 Human Service Agencies and the transit agency,

the catalyst and initiator of the broker, contract for services

with 13 carriers.

The BROKER IS ABLE TO DELIVER SERVICE AT A LOW PER UNIT COST DUE

TO GROUP VOLUME AND COMPETITION AMONG CARRIERS-
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Programs work with scrip- Carriers can be reimbursed according

to hours or trips operated-

Gives the transit authority more control over the program than

A user-side subsidy program-

Enables/encourages coordination of service, especially if used

as a feeder to an accessible rail system-

CTA STAFF has had EXPLORATORY DISCUSSIONS WITH SEVERAL SOCIAL

SERVICE AGENCIES IN CHICAGO- ThESE AGENCIES INDICATED AN

INTEREST IN THIS CONCEPT-

The CTA Board requested an estimate of the cost of funds spent by

SOCIAL services AGENCIES IN CHICAGO FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICE FOR

THE DISABLED-

ThE RTA CONDUCTED TWO SURVEYS OF SOCIAL SERVICE TRANSPORTATION

SERVICES AND FOUND:

-- 49 ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDE OR FUND SERVICE IN ChICAGO-

-- They operate 170 vehicles-

RTA estimates that 32 of the 49 organizations Cwho operate

WITHOUT volunteers) SPEND APPROXIMATELY $2-3 MILLION-

MoST AGENCIES DO NOT KNOW THEIR TRANSPORTATION EXPENDITURES

or are unwilling to share this information-

The City Department of Aging and Disability spends an addi-

tional $750>000-
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-- The State Department of Vocational Rehabilitation Services in

THE Cook County area spend somewhere between $250,000 and

$1 million.

-- Cook County Hospital spends a considerable but unknown sum on

transportation service-

-- The Department of Public Aid is one of the agencies with the

single largest budget for transportation services- Its trans-

portation budget is buried but may be as high as $3-5 MILLION-

A grand total then FOR these services is then as HIGH AS $7-5

MILLION, excluding CTA SERVICES AND Bo-ARD OF EDUCATION TRIPS

provided by robinson bus service-

user-side subsidy programs are operated in seattle, milwaukee and

Dallas -

-- In Seattle, 5,800 trips are provided at a cost of less than

$30,000 PER MONTH ($4-41 per TRIP)-
-'"

-- Seattle's program limited to low income disabled-

-- There is an annual subsidy limit of $125-00 per person except

IN hardship cases-

-- Milwaukee has a larger user-side subsidy program- This is the

TRANSIT systems' PRIMARY PROGRAM FOR DISABLED CITIZENS-

-- Riders pay first $1-75 towards a ride and Milwaukee County

PAYS THE NEXT $6-50 TOWARDS A CAB RIDE (aT THE METERED RATE)

OR $9-50 FOR A VAN TRIP-

ThERE IS NO LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OR PURPOSE OF RIDES
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Riders can call any carriers- This encourages competition and

KEEPS service QUALITY UP-

This program is simple but there are few safeguards against

FRAUD'

The Dallas user-side subsidy program was established in 1984

with the contracted service; 19,000 trips in March 1984.

Users can call any one of 4 van operators and 3 taxi companies*

Vans are reimbursed $9 per trip; taxis receive meter rate-

Lack OF control, budget uncertainty and potential for fraud

CAN BE MAJOR CONCERNS WITH USER SIDE SUBSIDY PROGRAMS-

V. LEGAL ISSUES

The Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) staff has been following legal

DEVLOPMENTS ON THE ISSUE OF LIFTS CLOSELY OVER THE YEARS- Th I S IS

not a legal opinion, but several laws and rulings stand out

-

-- Only two states require lifts on mainline buses; California and

Michigan -

In Colorado, defendants cited the public accommodations law as

requiring the RTD to purchase lifts for mainline buses- This

was turned down on final appeal by the Colorado Supreme Court-

To date, there HAVE BEEN NO SUCCESSFUL CHALLENGES REQUIRING

lifts on BUSES DUE TO STATE PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION LAWS-
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In a case against the Rhode Island Public Transit Authority

(RIPTA), A Federal Appeals Court determined that the Transit

Authority did not have to purchase lift-equipped buses- RIPTA

operated a PARATRANSIT PROGRAM THAT MET FEDERAL GUIDELINES EVEN

though RIPTA acknowledged it did not FULLY MEET THE TRAVEL

NEEDS OF THE DISABLED- You MAY RECALL THAT THE RIPTA CASE WAS

REFERENCED BY ADAPT IN THEIR FIRST MEETING-
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VI. COST COMPARISONS

To BETTER COMPARE THE COST OF THE VARIOUS METHODS OF PROVIDING

SERVICE TO THE DISABLED. THE FOLLOWING COMPARISON CHARTS HAVE

BEEN COMPARED-

This FIRST CHART ILLUSTRATES THE COSTS OF MEETING ALL DEMAND FOR

TRANSIT SERVICE AND MAKING THE CTA BUS FLEET ACCESSIBLE- As CAN BE

SEEN THE MOST EXPENSIVE OPTION IS EXPANSION OF SPECIAL SERVICE COM-

BINED WITH THE LIFTS ON THE CTA FLEET- ThE TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF

THIS OPTION IS $20-4 M-





COST J TRIP COMPARISON

Annual Annual Weekday
Service Type Operating Cost Capital Cost Trips Served

Contract Service $ e.eM^'^ to SS.AM^.^ $ o 2.000^

CTA Special Service IZM^ l.OM^ 2,000^

Complete Accessibility 4.6M^ 2.8m5 ^Oq _ gQQ

NOTE:

1. Based on cost $11.00 per trip.

2. Based on cost of $14.00 per trip.

3. Assumes 25% increase in productivity.

4. Based on fleet size of 120 buses and construction of 1 garage
P estimated at $12M.

5. Based on cost per lift of $15,000.

6. Based on ratio of 1 mechanic for every 20 vehicles.

7. Based an annual ization factor of 300.

8. Demand for a transit service with a 24-hour subscription service.
Source: Dave Consulting Inc. The demand rate with a 1-hour reservation
requirement would be 4,000 trips per weekday.

JHR/mi

8/06/84
20C/2
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This second chart compares the three options of contracting^

continuation of special service and fleet accessibility when annual

operating costs are held and fixed at $4-6 m-





COST AND TRIP COMPARISON - Contract Services
- CTA Special Service
- Accessible Fixed-Route

Annual
Goeratinq Cost

Annual
Capital Cost

Weekday
Trips Served

Contract Service S4.6M $ 1100 - 1400 1

Special Service 4.6M^ 787K' 845

Complete Accessibility
Fixed-Route Buses
(2275 Buses)

4.6M- 2.840M'4.6 100 - 600-

NOTES:

1. Based on a cost per trip $11 to Sl^ assumes 84% of total trips are made
weekdays.

2. Based on productivity increase of 25%.

3. Based on lift used in other cities (ratio of lift use to buses) 600 is based
on Seattle experience (published 1983 figures) and 100 based on 1983 average
for Denver.

4. Based on a cost per lift of $15,000.

5. Assumes one additional mechanic needed for every 20 buses.

6. Assumes no increase in spare ratio.

7. Assumes productivity increase of 25%.

JHR/mi

8/06/84
20C/2
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The third chart illustrates costs and ridership over the next twelve

years for fixed-route accessibility only-





FIXED-ROUTE ACCESSIBILITY ESTIMATED RIPERSHIP f, COST BY YEAR
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Chicago Transit Authority

Operations Planning Departmant
Route & System Planning

Introduction

Lifts-Capital Costs

Fixed Route Bus System

0P-X84109

RevT sea

8-03-84

Proposed regulations give recipients of federal funds for mass transportation the
option of meeting the 504 regulations by either making one half of the vehicles used
in peak hour service accessible, (not one half the fleet) providing a paratransit
service or a combination of the above. The experience of all cities to date is that
wheelchair lifts on fixed-route buses dre expensive and difficult to-maintain.

In Denver, of the buses that actually make it into "street" service, there is on
the average of 24^ failure rate. AC Transit in Oakland, California in July, 1983
found that a typical day 10% of the total fleet of accessible buses were in the shop
on any given day and 20% of the scheduled accessible buses had lifts that didn't work.
Therefore, more than half the fleet would need to be accessible of 50% of the buses
used in fixed-route service were to have working lifts. Seattle has "Lift-U" lifts.
Their experience has been very good and their failure rate on lifts is about 2%.

The experience this past winter of Denver RTD proves Oakland is not unique. The
severe cold and snow forced Denver to briefly suspend lift maintenance. This allowed
the lift mechanics to be redeployed to assure RTD had enough buses in working order to
meet schedule. The result of this temporary suspension was that over 50% of the lifts
were not in operating condition during a brief period. RTD reports they have a high
failure rate on their EEC lifts but their "Lift-U" lifts are also operating
satisfactorily.

Capital Costs - Lifts

It is estimated that the added capital cost per bus for a wheelchair lift is

$10,000^ to 517,000^. Thus the added capital cost (at S15,000-^ per lift) required to
make the entire fleet and 50% of the fleet accessible (lift-equipped) over the next 12
years is illustrated below.
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Based on the Seattle experience, if CTA chose to make its entire fleet acces-
sible and guarantee that every bus in operation had working, operable lift, the

size of the fleet might have to be increased by 45 buses, or 2'. Presently, CTA's
fleet size is 2,275 buses.

Denver has changed its procurement plans to purchase buses because of the
lift issue. They purchase an additional 5» to handle lift failure in an effort

to insure that the buses in service have a working operable lift. Only experience
will tell if in Chicago the spare ratio would have to be increased, and if so,

by how much.

Cost Summary

Lift on 2,275 buses S34.1 million^

1. Assumes all added buses purchased are 40' regular, lift-equipped transit coaches.
Cost per bus S160,000/uni t.

JHR/mi
8/06/84
20C/2





Chicago Transit Authority

Operations Planning Departmant
Route & System Planning

Lift Operating Costs

Fixed Route-Bus System

0P-X84024

7/25/84

The addition of lifts on fixed-route buses will increase the average
annual operating cost per bus. The added operating costs result primarily
from the need to inspect and maintain the lifts. In Seattle where lift

use is highest, the transit authority has found it necessary to increase
running time to accomodate lift use vis-a-vis delays.

The state-of-the-art of lift technology has not produced a proven, easily
maintained and reliable lift to date for use in Chicago. In July, 1983 an AC

Transit staff report found 20% of the scheduled accessible buses had lifts

that didn't work with an average 10% of the total fleet of accessible buses in

the snop on any given day.^ A fact finding trip to Denver found only 12% of

their EEC lifts working. Both Denver and Seattle report good success with

"Lift-U" lifts. In Seattle the "Lift-U" failure rate is about 2%.

The U.S. DOT estimates that operating costs per bus year will increase by

S800 due to the presence of lifts. 2 Inspecting and maintaining the lift

equipment in San Diego was calculated to cost $3380 per bus per year. 3 AC

Transit in Oakland, California reports its 1984 budget for lift maintenance
IS $1250.00 per bus. This does not include parts or training. In Los Angeles i

"lift" repairer is required for every 24 lifts at a cost of S2785.00 per lift.

In Washington D.C. a repairer is required for every 12 lifts and in Denver,
Colorado a 1 i f t repairer is needed for every 22 lifts. Seattle does not have
dedicated lift mechanics so it was impossible to compute the ratio of mechanics
to 1 i fts.

The following table shows the added incremental operating costs CTA would
incur over the next 12 years due to the addition of lifts on fixed-route buses
assuming a repairer is needed for every 20 vehicles and CTA's Draft Bus

Replacement Plan. CTA buses operate more miles per year than do buses in most
cities, hence tne use of the 1/20 ratio (1 repairer per 20 buses). Some cities
do not have dedicated lift mechanics, but there seems to be general agreement,
an additional mechanic is needed for every 15-25 lifts.

r'AC Transit, Bart Under Fire," San Francisco Examiner: December 18, 1983

2Envi ronmental Impact Statement Draft, on Section 504 Regulations, U.S. DOT,
June, 1980; p. A-l

.

3Recent Experience with Accessible Bus Services, by Robert Casey, UMTA, August,
1979, p. 26.

3H ir*> ni«3)





LIFT-EQUIPPED BUSES

12 Year Incremental Operating Costs^

Additional Total annual

Li ft -equipped repairers "lift repair

Year buses purchased^ needed cost

18 S 726,300
726,300

10 1,129,800

10 1,533,300

10 1,936,350

10 2,340,300

10 2,743,800
2,743,800

10 3,147,300

13 3,671,850

12 4,156,050

1985
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Chicago Transit Authority

General Operations Division

Operations Planning Department
Route & System Planning

Lift Maintenance

Chicago Experience

OP-X8A131

7/26/84

Introduction

Maintaining lifts on mainline buses has been problemsome . Some properties have

expressed satisfaction with the new generation CMC lift, but the best state-of-the-art
observed by CTA Engineering/Maintenance staff has been the "Lift-U" lift used in Seat-

tle (with only a 2Z failure rate). Vapor no longer manufactures lifts. TDT^ is in

bankruptcy court. The EEC' lifts in Denver had only a 12% success rate. "Lift-L"'

lifts are being used in Chicago on CTA' s Carpenter buses in Special Service.

Chicago Experience with "Lift-U" Lifts

CIA's Carpenter buses came with a screw drive "Lift-L"' lift. The "Lift-U" lifts
with screw drive work well in Seattle, but could not be made to work properly at CTA
even with a well trained staff and "Lift-U" lift service people at Washington garage
almost at all times.

From the beginning the lift was troublesome and required a disproportionate
amount of labor hours and replacement parts. In 1983, the man hours expended for the
Lift-U lift were 2488 hours for 20 buses while the older Collins platform lift (1981)
required only 767 hours. The figures shown for the Lift-U lift do not reflect the
time spent by the Lift-U service representative almost always on CTA property. Final-
ly, the maintenance problems became so severe that Lift-U agreed to a retrofit to their
new chain drive configuration at their cost. The chain drive has been installed on all
20 Carpenter buses just recently so little experience has been gained with the retro-
fitted lifts, although the reliability has improved.

Based on CTA experience at Washington with Lift-U lift full access for 2275 buses
CTA Technical Services estimates it would require 283,010 additional repair hours ( + )

to maintain the lifts if the same level of maintenance is required. Only experience in
Chicago on our streets will establish lift reliability here.

There are several differences between Chicago and Seattle:

-The roads in Seattle are in excellent condition, clean, free of
potholes or irregular surfaces.

-Salt is not used in the winter and I am told snow does not stav on the
ground for very long.

-The loads carried seem to be much lighter than CTA, no standees in
stepwell

.

-The air was fresh and clean no pollutants, possibly a reason for
switches, wiring and controls working so well.

ItDT, Transportation Design Technology

^Enviommental Engineering Corporation

3B8 ir«v 1 1/a^





Conclusion

The Lift-U lift, successful in Seattle has not proven reliable in CTA service
as yet. Maintenance must have a definite committment from management for needed
manpower, training and parts before any new lifts are purchased.





Chicago Transit Authority

Genaral Operations Division
Operations Planning Department
Routes/Systems

Chicago's Mobility-Limited
Population

DPW Survey Data

0P-X78231

9/18/78

Population
Percentage of total population of Chicago**

Trips/day
Trips/person/day
Percentage of all trips compared to

originating CTA weekday riders

Number of" trips made on CTA by handicapped
Percentage of trips made on CTA

Transportation related to lack of
employment

Percentage -- transportation related
to lack of employment

Median age

Regularly drives or has access to auto

Percentage that have great difficulty
or cannot use cab

Number who have great difficulty or
cannot use cabs

Special services is primary mode of
transportation

Percent that live three blocks or
less from bus or rapid transit stop

Percent that live more than three
blocks from bus or rapid transit stop

Percent that cannot use door-to-door
service with lifts or ramps

Mobility-Limited





Chicago Transit Authority
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Special Service for Disabled

Comparison of Selected
Demand Response Systems
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Mobility Limited Population

120,000

110,000

Mobility

—Limited
Pop. Total N= 113,000

Severely

Mobility Limited n=3i,ooo

Can not

use transit n= 20.000

Source City of Chicago Department of Public Works. A Survey of Mobility Limited Persons. 1976





Chicago's Mobility

Limited Population

0.97%(31,000)
Severely Mobility

Limited

2.58%(82.000;
Non Severely
Mobility Limite

Definitions:

Severely Mobility-Limited— Unable or can only use a CTA bus

with great difficulty

Mobility-Limited - Can use a CTA bus v^ith some difficulty

Source City of Chicago DeDartment of Public Works. A Survey of Mobil ity Limited Persons. 1978





Severely Mobility Limited

Median Age
Compared with median age of Chicago population

100—

90

80

70

60

Severely

Mobility

Limited

1/2 over 71 years of age

)V2 under 71 years of age

50

40

30

20

10

CS-.

A '•

Chicago
Population

1/2 over

29.4 years
of age—
1/2 under

J29.4
years

of age

Source City of Chicago Department of Public Works. A Survey of Mopinty Limiteci Persons. 1978





CTA Special Service

Weekday Ridership By Type Of Mobility Aid

OTHER
0%

AMIGO
5%

WALKER 5%

CRUTCH
3%

CANE 33%

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton Inc.

n=1,016 TRIPS





Severely Mobility Limited

Ability to Use Taxicabs

Source City cf Chicago Deoartment of Public Works . A Survey of Mobility Limited Persons. 1978





Chicago Transit Authority
Planning/Development Division
Operations Planning Department
Route & System Planning

DISABLED

Nursing Homes

OP-X6413:

8/2/84

Licensed nursing homes in the City of Chicago (long-term care facilities)

are 112.

A) Skilled nursing facilities —
9,126 residents require service under professional direction

, with frequent medical supervision.

B) Intermediate care facilities —
5,904 residents require periodic medical direction.

C) Intermediate care facilities for the developmentally disabled --

400 residents are encouraged to interact with their community.

D) Other licenses beds --

2,008 residents interact with their community.

GRAND TOTAL = 17,428 residents

Source: Illinois Department of Public Health; July 20, 1984, printout listing
sheet (IBGBEP058.

JHR/smw
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Chicago Area-

Trips per Person

per Day (Trip Rate)

2.0.

1.5.

1.0.

.5.

Severely Mobility-Limited

Mobility Limited

Able Bodied

Ablebodied rate excludes children under five
Source City of Chicago Department of Public Works

. A Survey of Mobility Limited Persons 197B





CTA Special Services

Persons Certified

Start of Service to Present
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CTA Special Services

Passenger-Trips Per Month

Start of Service To Present
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CTA Special Services

Eligibility & Ridership

6,000

5,000

WMmMmmKK Riders certified

^^^^S^^m @ July 1984

4,000 i'i'iii'f"i"»"**^^

3,000

2,000

1,000
! i ! 1 i i i 1 i i i 1 i i ; ; ;

j
(n=468 weekday

J
Passenger-Trips
(234 Riders)





CTA Special Services Analysis

Actual Boardings By Time Period
Wednesday,Febnjary,1984
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APPENDIX B

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON CTA'S PROPOSED PROGRAM AND

CTA RESPONSES TO THE COMMENTS





COMf^ENTS RECEIVED AT 504 HEARINGS -- CTA REVIEW AND COMMENT

8 Hour Reservation

Some commenters believed the present 8 hour minimum reservation

requirement was too long. The need for emergency service and/or on-call

service was cited.

CTA Response

The final 504 regulations on transportation for the disabled

required no more than a 24 hour reservation requirement. CTA's 8

hour reservation requirement falls within these guidelines. A further

reduction in the reservation minimum would increase the cost and

demand for service and burden the trip scheduling process. CTA will

make every attempt to reduce the reservation requirement as money

and scheduling experience permit. In true life-threatening emergen-

cies, Special Service has no place and an ambulance should be called.

Exceptions to the 8 hour reservation requirement have been and will

be made in the future on a discretionary basis.

Lifts on Fixed-Route Buses are a Civil Right

Some commenters stated that the installation and operation of lifts on

fixed-route buses was their civil right.

CTA Response

The 504 regulations on transportation for the disabled provide

CTA with 3 options to fulfill the transportation needs of the disabled.

They are:

1. Operation of a paratransit service;

2. Lifts on fixed-route buses;

3. A combination of the above.

CTA believes it is meeting both the letter and spirit of the

regul ations.
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Attendants

Some commenters complained that they cannot always travel with more than

one attendant.

CTA Response

CTA's contract with its Special Service carriers establishes

that each rider has the right to travel with one attendant. Carriers

can carry more than one attendant per rider, space permitting. This is

purely discretionary on their part. If there were no limits on the

number of attendants allowed, cost effectiveness would be more

difficult to achieve. CTA does not reimburse carriers for trips by

attendants. We must weigh the costs of carrying multiple attendants,

and carrier demands for reimbursement, against the additional con-

venience to users. We believe our current policy to be the most

cost-effective.

Demand for Service

One commenter indicated that CTA is not meeting all the demands for

service. This commenter made this charge at several public hearings and in

a written comment. In another written comment, the same commenter stated

CTA should have anticipated the growth in demand and budgeted accordingly.

CTA Response

CTA started its current Special Service program in November, 1985.

Since that time ridership has grown from 12,500 trips per month to

over 67,000 trips (April 1987). During the past few months CTA has

had to turn down a handful of reservations. The Special Service

program is still growing and ridership is sometimes unpredictable.

During the first 4 months of 1987 weekday ridership has increased

as much as 8.7% from the prior month, but in one month there was no

increase in weekday ridership from the prior month. Federal regula-





tions require that under the paratransit option, CTA must meet all

demand for service not later than 1993 unless an earlier date is

established for meeting this requirement.

CTA hopes to meet all demands for service effective January 1,

1988. In 18 months of service the current program's ridership has

increased over 500%. CTA is obligated to live within its budget and

CTA's ability to meet demand will be predicated primarily on its

ability to predict and budget for the demand for service. CTA budgeted

for growth for 1987 in the demand for service at a 3.0 percent

compounded monthly. This estimate was based on the best figures

avai lable at the time.

Budget

Two commenters stated that at a minimum CTA should spend 10% of its

budget on Special Service. One stated that one in ten persons in the future

will be in a wheelchair, hence the request. Others stated CTA didn't spend

the "required" 3% of its operating budget but should. One stated CTA should

stop counting costs of accessible elevated stations in its budget. Another

written comment recommended CTA should be prepared to spend 3% of its

operating budget on Special Services.

CTA Response

CTA is unaware of any research indicating one in ten persons

will be permanently confined to a wheelchair. The federal regulations

require CTA meet the six service criteria established for paratransit

or spend a minimum of 3% of its operating budget. Additional

spending is beyond the regulatory requirement. If ridership growth

requires, CTA will sepnd this amount. The CTA board is committed to

improving and expanding Special Services and for 1987 expanded the

Special Service budi,et to over $10. IM including $500,00 in administra-





tive expenses. In 1986 CTA spent about $4M of its own funds for

Special Services and an additional one-time only state grant of

$3M was made available for 1986.

Were CTA to spend 10% of its operating allotment, Special

Services would have a budget of S63.1M

CTA has never included the operating cost of rapid transit

stations in its Special Service budget.

Support of Special Services

Many commented that they supported the paratransit option CTA had

selected. There were a variety of reasons for this support. One commenter

stated that Chicago is not accessible therefore, lifts are not practical.

Some stated they could not get around during periods of inclement weather.

Others expressed fear and/or concern about safety and security waiting for

and/or riding fixed-route buses. One written comment talked about the

experience of other cities with lift equipped fixed route buses.

CTA Response

CTA agrees with these comments, and is committed to improving

and expanding Special Service.

Long In-Vehic1e Times

Several commenters stated that there are excessively long in-vehicle

times aboard Special Services.

CTA Response

The regulations on transportation for disabled persons make

no requirements as to in-vehicle times. Generally, the service

provided must be comparable to that provided on fixed-route

service. CTA's contract with its Special Service carriers requires

that not more than 4% of all trips by demand response riders must

be less than 90 minutes and that no trip for subscription riders

be more than 90 minutes.
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As a whole, less than 4% of the in-vehicle times of all trips

are less than 90 minutes. There have been instances where the

in-vehicle times of subscribers have been over 90 minutes. Many of

CTA's fixed route riders have travel times in excess of 90 minutes.

Bigger Special Service Buses

One commenter requested larger Special Service buses and separate buses

for work trips, medical trips, etc.

CTA Response

Four Special Service carriers operate a variety of vehicles.

Generally, these vehicles transport less than 2 persons per hour.

Federal regulations are silent about the size of buses. The

- current vehicles used vary in size and Special Service carriers

are free to increase the size of their vehicles. Vehicles dedicated

to certain trip purposes would not be cost effective. This would

also require us to screen rides by trip purpose, which is contrary

to the spirit of the regulations.

Late Pick-ups

Some commenters indicated they had experienced late pick-ups. One

commenter even stated that she does not like having to give a pick-up and

drop-off time.

CTA Response

CTA is committed to providing cost-effective, efficient, and

timely service. At times, a Special Service vehicle may be

late for a variety of reasons. CTA is constantly working with

the carriers to improve their on-time performance. Pickup times

are an integral part of a paratransit service, and do not violate

the regulations.
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Charter Service

One commenter wanted larger Special Service buses so group trips to such

places as Great America could be made.

CTA Response

Stewart Bus Company, a CTA Special Service vendor, has several

accessible fullsize school buses. These buses are available on a

charter basis for group trips. (Great America, in Gurnee, Illinois,

is outside the CTA service area).

Interagency Coordinating Committee

One commenter had reservations about how appointments to the Interagency

Coordinating Committee (charged with making recommendations about service

area and service coordination) would be handled and about the powers of the

committee. Another suggested existing groups be represented on the

committee.

CTA Response

CTA's plan indicates the committee would consist of planning staff

from CTA, PACE, RTA, and METRA and would include the participation

of disabled consumers. The consumers would be chosen by the Chai^^man

of each agency with approval by the Chairman of RTA. CTA will be

thoughtful in its selection of consumer representatives and will give

consideration to those on existing groups. This committee is to

start deliberations in mid summer of 1987 and is charged with

making recommendations.

Multi-Modal Approach

One commenter expressed preference for a multi-modal approach that would

include lifts on fixed-route buses and paratransit. Another suggested

continued investigation of this approach.





CTA Response

CTA examined a multi-modal approach (see page 28-31 of the plan)

Special Service is clearly the most cost effective means to provide

transportation for the disabled. CTA is obligated to meet the criteria

established for paratransit or spend at a minimum not more than 3% of

its operating budget. CTA will continue its investigation of lifts

on fixed-route buses and a multi-modal system. In an ideal world where

money is not a problem, CTA would strongly consider a multi-modal

system.

Unionization of Paratransit Services

One commenter indicated that paratransit would not be a viable option in

the long run from an economic standpoint because the Special Service

carriers would be unionized.

CTA Response

CTA selected its paratransit carriers in part on price. Many

carriers participated in the bidding process in 1985. Still more have

indicated a desire to participate in the program since that time. If

unionization of a particular carrier drastically effects their cost of

doing business, they will not be able to effectively bid against other

carriers. The Section 504 regulations do not concern unionization

issues. If, in the long run, the cost factors change, CTA will re-

evaluate the plan in that light.

Dirty Tie-Down Straps

One commenter complained about dirty tie-downs.

CTA Response

CTA agrees, there should not be dirty tie-downs on Special Service

vehicles. The Capital Development Dept. has passed this complaint on to

the Operations Division with the request they take actions to insure





this does not happen again. This comment is about good paratransit

management practices, but is not germane to the thrust of the

regulations.

Handrails on Lifts

One commenter complained about the lack of handrails on the lifts of

"certain" companies.

CTA Response

This is not germane to the thrust of the regulations. However,

CTA has asked the carrier in question to voluntarily install handrails

on the lifts in question. The carrier modified its equipment and CTA

will consider a modification of the vehicle specification governing

vehicles used in CTA Special Service to insure this situation is not

repeated.

The Paratransit-Only Option Unlawfully Segregates the Disabled with

Undesirable Consequences

One commenter in a written comment to CTA stated that implementation of

the paratransit-only option unlawfully segregates the disabled with

undesirable conquences.

CTA Response

Special Service "mainstreams" disabled people by providing them

with transportation to jobs, schools, community services, etc. CTA

does not believe Special Service is segregationist in its full impact

and would never knowingly violate federal, state, or local laws.

Federal 504 regulations clearly give CTA the option of meeting both the

transportation needs of the disabled and federal regulations through

the paratransit option. Since paratransit is the most effective type

of service, it accomplishes the greatest degree of "mainstreaming"

into al

1

aspects of life, for the greatest number of disabled

people.
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Contract Changes

One commenter stated the CTA Board must alone be able to change the

contract and added, that when the present contract was signed, the CTA gave

its Operating Planning staff the power to change the contract.

CTA Response

The Chicago Transit Board authorized the CTA Chairman to execute

a contract with the four Special Service carriers. Seldom do CTA

Board members review contracts in their entirety but rather the Board

relies on the Law Dept. and its staff.

This comment is not germane to the regulations. All changes to

the Operating Policies & Procedures have been reviewed by top manage-

ment.

Departmental Status for Special Service

One commenter stated, CTA Special Services needed to be a Department of

its own, so it would be automatically in the budget, and would have its own

budget every year. Another written comment requested CTA establish a

separate department headed by a Deputy Executive Director.

CTA Response

CTA Special Service was recently transferred to the Operations

Division. Dr. Paaswell, CTA Executive Director, is reviewing the

entire organizational structure of the Authority to insure it is as

functional and responsive as possible. This comment is not germane to

the regulations but is directed at good management principles.

Sensitivity to the Disabled

One commenter stated, CTA Special Services needs to have administration

staff who represent the CTA, but who are also sensitive to the disabled and

to the contractors.





CTA Response

CTA Special Service Administrative staff is composed of both

disabled and ablebodied professionals. They are sensitive to the

needs of disabled persons. Complaints about individuals should be

referred to the Authority, preferably in writing.

Centralized Reservation Taking

One commenter stated CTA Special Services should have centralized call-

in, with riders' choice of carriers, because of over-booking, gross cheating

by the contractors, and insensitive order-takers. A written comment

requested a feasibility study of the above and maintained there would be

economies of scale realized by eliminating four duplicative reservation

systems.

CTA Response

Decentralized call-in is part of CTA's 504 plan. Decentralized

call in/order taking is more cost-effective and allows the carrier

to develop his/her own efficient means of handling and scheduling

trips. CTA carriers all operate with the same identical computerized

system provided by CTA, thus eliminating duplicative reservation

systems. The central computer is also used for auditing and control.

Centralized call-ins could subject CTA staff to charges of "steering"

or favoring one carrier over the other. Order takers have been

given sensitivity training and complaints about them should be

directed to the CTA, preferrably in writing.

CTA's program has grown over 500% in the last 18 months. This

large increase in ridership constantly strains the ability of the

CTA carriers to make all pickups and dropoffs on time. Nevertheless,

CTA strives to improve service.
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Preschedul 1ng of Trips

One commenter stated CTA Special Services needs to have the contractors

start some preschedul ing of part of the service, in order to stop some of

the late pick-ups.

CTA Response

CTA contractors are free to develop their own cost-effective

and efficient means of scheduling service.

Certification & Eligibility Procedures

Two commenters stated CTA Special Services needs to recertify all

disabled people, and one added "but with the CTA choice of a doctor or

therapist, and should have three categories; non ambulatory, ambulatory, and

ambulatory but can't ride in a par".

CTA Response

CTA's 504 plan to meet the transportation needs of the disabled

states on p. 20 "CTA is developing plans to establish certification

sites. . .where applicants for Special Service will be examined

by licensed physical therapists. CTA also plans to have clients

re-exami ned. .

.

"

Equipment Needs & Air Conditioning

One commenter stated CTA Special Services needs to have all Special

Services vehicles wheelchair accessible and air conditioned.

CTA Response

Many Special Service riders do not need wheelchair accessible

equipment. Operation of sedans for the ambulatory is more cost-

effective than lift equipped small buses. Furthermore, m^jny

ambulatory disabled find sedans easier to board and alight from

than lift-equipped buses. CTA's contract with its Special Service

carriers requires that all vehicles be air-conditioned. This comment is

not germane to the regulations.
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On-Time Performance Penalties

One commenter stated CTA Special Services riders, if five to ten minutes

late, are left and penalized. The same should be true for the contractors.

We should not have to wait more than fifteen minutes, except during bad

weather, or the contractors should be penalized.

CTA Response

CTA has never fully implemented its surcharge policy for no

shows or late cancellations. This comment is not germane to the

regulations but speaks of good management. CTA strives to improve

its on-time performance but a ridership growth of 500% over 18 months

has constrained our ability to provide the service desired.

f^aintenance Checks

One commenter stated CTA Special Services needs to have maintenance

checks e^ery four months and a written comment requested closer monitoring

of equipment.

CTA Response

The vehicles of CTA carriers are required to pass semi-annual

IDOT safety inspections. CTA carriers are required to keep all

their equipment in safe operating condition and the maintenance

records of carrier vehicles is subject to inspection by CTA. This

comment is not germane to the regulations but rather speaks to good

safety and management policies.

Special Service Transfers

One commenter stated CTA Special Services drivers should have transfers,

but they don't.

CTA Response

CTA Special Service carriers were issued transfers to give

to their drivers. Drivers are required to carry transfers. Since
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the inception of the program only two or three transfers have been

sold. Special Service Operations will insure all operators carry

transfers.

Driving Training & I.D. Cards

One commenter requested CTA Special Services make sure that the drivers

have their I.D. cards, and CTA has to be in control of the drivers training

because the new drivers are not properly trained. The drivers will grab

hold of the control on electric wheelchairs and they don't know how to tie

wheelchairs down. Another commenter suggested identification of a source to

conduct quality training would address on time performance and customer

relations issues.

CTA Response

CTA Special Service drivers ^re required to display their

CTA issued I.D. cards when driving. Most drivers received

sensitivity training at Schwab Rehabilitation Center and a three

day defensive driving and safety course which includes tie-down

instruction. Specially trained CTA instructors also trained

"trainers" of each of the four carriers. If drivers are rude

or insensitive they should be reported to CTA.

Sensitivity Training

One commenter stated CTA Special Services needs to give sensitivity

training to all contracting staff, starting with managers, dispatchers,

order takers, and drivers. Other commenters complained about rude or

insensitive riders as well.

CTA Response

Almost all of the contracting staff have received sensitivity

training. CTA plans to incorporate mandatory 4 hour refresher
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training for all operators when the option to renew the current

contract is negotiated.

Reduction in the Reservation Requirement of 3 Hours

One commenter stated CTA Special Services needs to cut the call-in time,

has to provide more trips to the disabled riders and also should have

emergency service throughout the service hours, not only when CTA staff is

at work.

CTA Response

If the reservation requirement were reduced it would increase

ridership and cost and reduce the ability of the carriers to provide

service cost-effectively. CTA would like to be .able to do this,

but budget constraints make it unfeasible at this time. As the

regulations specify one-day reservations, this comment is not germane.

Coordination of Services

One commenter stated CTA needs to find ways to get back some of the

money from the agencies that get money for transportation, but have put

their clients into CTA Special Services. A written comment recommended CTA

work with funding agencies to seek alternative sources of funding.

CTA Response

CTA agrees that the "coordination of service" issue and funding

by outside agencies is very important. CTA has requested designation

as a Public Aid carrier for this purpose but has had no response from

the Illinois Public Aid Department as yet. CTA is actively working

with the RTA to seek and identify alternative funding sources.

Equal ity of Service

One commenter stated CTA needs to start treating the disabled people as

first class citizens, as they do able bodied people.
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CTA Response

CTA strives to treat all passengers with the dignity they deserve.

Consumer Representation

One commenter stated the CTA Board needs to appoint a Disabled Advisory

Board that has disabled and agency people on it, who would have some funding

in order to inform the disabled riders and to get their ideas and than be

able to report back to the CTA Board.

CTA Response

CTA has an Advisory Committee on Service for the Disabled

("ACSD") with both agency and consumer representatives. CTA will

investigate establishing special funding for this committee's

operations.

Lifts vs. Paratransit Survey

One commenter stated CTA should do a survey to find out what the

disabled people really want: Would you ride mainline service? or would you

ride the special services?

CTA Response

A survey of the disabled as to their preference for lifts on

fixed-route buses or Special Service has been discussed. A scienti-

fically valid survey would be very costly and is not required by the

regul ations.

A Right to Public Transportation

One commenter stated that the Chicago Transit Authority has never taken

the position that mobility limited persons have the right to public

transportation.

CTA Response

CTA's enabling legislation established CTA as a municipal

corporation and gave it the authority to establish a public trans-
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portation system. CTA's enabling legislation never established that

any and all persons have the right to public transportation. CTA

complies with state, federal, and local legislation and regulations

governing transportation for disabled persons.

In a CTA Board Ordinance passed on June 25, 1985, the Chicago

Transit Board stated "The Chicago Transit Board has an obligation

to serve the transportation needs of the disabled communi ty. .

.

' and

to provide cost-effective service to all..."

The enabling legislation of the Regional Transportation Authority

(RTA) directs the RTA to make special efforts to meet the needs of

the handicapped.

30 Foot Carpenter Buses

One commenter maintained that CTA's second order of twenty 30' buses was

inappropriate because the buses should have been smaller than the first

twenty 24' buses.

CTA Response

The Chicago Transit Authority purchase of twenty 30 foot buses may

have been inappropriate. The buses purchased were diesel powered

and had a twelve year life versus a 3 to 5 year for small gas powered

equipment. No UMTA financed vehicles are used now in the current

program. The 30' buses mentioned by the commenter are now leased

to PACE. This comment is not germane to the thrust of federal

regulations but rather refers to past management practices.

Investigation Into the Private Lives of Riders

One cooimenter claimed that drivers inquired into the private lives of

riders in an attempt to intimidate them (the implication being that this was

done on CTA's behalf).
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CTA Response

Any inquiries by drivers were not requested by nor approved

by CTA management. Riders should report such activity to CTA.

Paratransit Drivers and the Elimination of Paratransit

One commenter stated that CTA told Special Service riders that if CTA

lost a pending law suit, paratransit would be eliminated and they would have

to use fixed route buses.

CTA Response

CTA management never requested, approved or authorized any such

action. Staff stated CTA couldn't afford both systems.

A Multi-Modal System is More Cost-Effective

One commenter maintained that only a multi-modal system including

paratransit and lift equipped buses could be rationally organized, managed

and be cost effective.

CTA Response

CTA carefully analyzed the cost effectiveness of the various

options (see page 15-17 and exhibit of the plan). Our research

indicated that paratransit is the most cost effective. In fact, a

survey of 12 cities indicated that CTA Special Services provides more

than 4 times as many trips as do the 7800 lift equipped buses operating

in those 12 cities. CTA Special Service also performs this function

at a much lower unit cost and a lower overall cost than the 12 cities

combined.

Demand for Mainline Access

One commenter stated it takes a long time for the general public- to

change transportation modes and it would probably take 10 to 15 years

before the demand curve makes a significant move outward (the implication

being that in the long run a multi-modal system will be cheaper and that it

takes awhile for people to change modes).
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CTA Response

The CTA is cash starved. At the present time any system it

selects must be cost effective both now and in the future. If as

many disabled people used fixed route transit as use Special Services

now, CTA would incur very high operating costs to accommodate routine

adjustments to schedule to accommodate the resulting delays from

boarding and alighting by the disabled on fixed route buses.

Additionally, there would be training, marketing, maintenance, and

capital costs. However, we believe that actual use would be low,

and many disabled people would be disenfranchised. Either way,

paratransit is clearly the best choice for CTA.

Past Federal Funding Requirements re: Transportation for the Disabled

One commenter stated that the federal government, until this year,

required public transit authorities spend 3.5% of its total budget on

transportation for the disabled and implied/claimed CTA never did.

CTA Response

The federal government has never required public transit

authorities spend 3.5% of their total budgets on transportation for

the disabled. In the past it was required that the equivalent of

3.5% of the operating assistance received from the federal government

be spent on transportation for the disabled. CTA, alone, exceeded the

Chicago region's requirement for this expenditure. If CTA spent 3% of

its total 1987 operating budget on transportation for the disabled,

it would be spending almost 42% of the operating assistance received

from the federal government on transportation for the disabled.

In 1987, CTA is budgeted to make direct payments to Special

Service carriers equivalent to over 21% of the federal operating

assistance it will receive.

This comment is not germane to the regulations.
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Feasibility of a Demonstration System to Test a Mu1t1-Moda1 Transportation

System

One commenter attached a letter from Mayor H. Washington of Chicago

stating he looked forward to a feasibility analysis of a demonstration of a

multi -modal transportation system. Another stated CTA cited federal

requirements as a barrier to pilot testing of a multi-modal approach, yet

still engaged in a suburban pilot program.

CTA Response

Lift-equipped fixed route buses are used extensively throughout

the country and CTA has closely followed the experiences of these

systems. CTA selected the paratransit option only after careful

analysis as to cost effectiveness. The CTA Board in past has chosen

not to create a pilot program to test the feasibility of a multi-modal

system. Title 6 regulations would probably prohibit CTA from con-

centrating newly purchased buses at a single CTA garage.

The RTA is funding a paratransit demonstration project whereby

CTA provides paratransit service to seven suburbs.

Lift Failure

A comment was made concerning lift technology Improvements and noting

that lift technology is a function of the market.

CTA Response

CTA staff recommended the paratransit option on the basis of

cost-effectiveness and ridership on its Special Service system and

the low ridership experience of other cities nationally. Technology

Improvements alone would not make lifts on fixed-route buses cost-

effective, though CTA will continue to monitor this issue.

Expansion of Eligibility

Two commenters raised the issue of expanding eligibility to include the

blind and similar comments dealt with the hearing-impaired.
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CTA Response

The physical inability to board standard equipment is the

criterion for Special Service certification. Persons who have only

visual impairment or only hearing-impairment are still capable of using

standard CTA buses and trains and many do so every day. CTA will

certify persons who meet legal definitions of both blindess and deafness

since these together make use of the standard system too difficult and

will certify blind or deaf persons who also have another disability

which prevents boarding of standard equipment.

Adding blindess or deafness in themselves as eligibility criteria

would increase demand and cost, thereby depriving others of service.

Subcontracting

CTA received two written comments stating CTA should not allow

contractors to subcontract because CTA loses control of service when this

happens.

CTA Response

This comment is not germane to the thrust of the regulations

but rather is directed at CTA management practices.

CTA will consider requests from providers to subcontract in a

case by case basis. Presently, none of the CTA carriers subcontract

with other providers. The Flash Cab operators working for Transit

Service Corporation work for Transit Service Corporation as indepen-

dent operators. TSC does not subcontract with Flash Cab for this

service.

Elimination of Will -Calls

CTA received a written comment from one rider requesting that CTA get

rid of will-calls. Other comments received indicated CTA's "will call"

policy was too restrictive.
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CTA Response

Will-calls are return trips where the rider is not requested or

required to give a return trip pick up time at the time his trip

reservation is made.

CTA rules allow this for medical purposes only. Will-calls

make the use of Special Services easier and more convenient for the

rider but make it more costly to operate. Doctor's schedules and

their inability to keep appointments on time is notorious. We feel

that allowing will-calls for return trips is a reasonable concession

to this reality. CTA has no plans presently to change the "will -call"

rules.

Driver Testing

One comment received in writing indicated drivers are certified before

they complete training.

CTA Response

CTA requires a two day sensitivity training program and three

day defensive driver training program before a driver will be per-

manently certified. Additionally, drivers must meet safe driver

requirements before approved. An annual "license check" is also made

to insure drivers meet minimum requirements as set forth by contract.

Attendants--Use of Full Fare Passed

One written comment received implied attendants should be allowed to use

full fare passes.

CTA Response

CTA rules allow attendants to present full fare passes in lieu

of a cash fare.

24 Hour Service-Use of a Full Service Carrier

One written comment indicated CTA should install a "full service"

carrier when it expands the hours of service to 24 hours.
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CTA Response

CTA will negotiate with its four carriers to determine which

of the four will operate from 1 a.m. to 5 a.m. when service hours

are expanded.

Public Participation Process

One written comment asked CTA to redefine and implement its public

participation in the planning process. Another comment alleged that CTA did

not adequately publicize its hearings.

CTA Response

CTA strives to include disabled persons in the planning process.

CTA currently has a disabled Board member, two disabled persons sre

members of its Citizens Advisory Board and it participates in the

Chicago Area Transportation Study's Mobility Limited Advisory Committee

and sponsors the CTA Advisory Committee on Services for the Disabled.

Comments from all are taken seriously. Public hearing notices were

published as required, mailed to community leaders, and were distri-

buted aboard Special Service vehicles. Additionally, press releases

about the hearings were released and a radio station for the blind

announced them.

Elevators-Operable Condition

One written comment maintained CTA elevators are not kept in operable

condition. . .but should be.

CTA Response

CTA elevators are kept in operable condition to the greatest

extent feasible. Rail janitors are instructed to inspect elevators

each day and call in repair needs before 7 a.m. Generally, needed

repairs are completed the same day.
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Hal f Fares

One written comment stated the full fare requirement on Special Service

is an "imposition".

CTA Response

Federal regulations do not require half fare on Special Services.

The average subsidy per rider is more than $13.00 per one-way trip.

CTA's financial status is precarious and requires cost consciousness.

CTA riders (as a whole) contribute more than 50% through fares etc.

to the cost of providing service on the entire CTA system. The farebox

recovery ratio on Special Service is less than 7%. Federal regulations

do not require the paratransit fare for disabled riders be one half

or less the full fare on CTA's fixed-route system.

Credibil ity

One written comment stated CTA needs to restore credibility to Special

Service and greatly improve its current service level.

CTA Response

CTA staff and Board members always conduct themselves with

the utmost of professionalism. CTA is striving to improve its

program and operates one of the best programs of its kind and

size in North America.

Task Plan

A written comment recommended CTA establish a task plan with specific

completion dates.

CTA Response

Regulations require compliance not later than 1993. CTA plans

to fully comply with federal regulations well before 1993. Specific

target dates are set forth in the plan.
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Research Bus Lifts

One group provided a written statement requesting ongoing research on a

bus lift program.

CTA Response

CTA concurs with the recommendation.

Audit

A written comment received recommended CTA systematically audit contract

provisions and then restated what these provisions are. The same group

recommended CTA discuss its audit procedures with a professional auditing

team and ascertain contractor profitability (or lack thereof).

CTA Response

Throughout the program CTA staff have audited the program and

audits will continue. A professional accounting team has completed

a financial review of the carriers to determine profitability (or

lack of) by carriers. Additional steps are planned.

Work Closely with RTA

A written comment recommended CTA work closely with the RTA in improving

Special Services and keep them informed.

CTA Response

CTA will work closely with RTA and keep them informed.

Renew the Contract

One written statement recommended CTA renew its contract with its four

carriers for the one year as provided for in the contract "option to renew".

CTA Response

CTA is negotiating a contract extension.

Tie-Down Safety

A written question asked why securing three wheel vehicles and electric

chairs is any more problematic on fixed-route buses than paratransit.
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CTA Response

Proper securement of three wheel vehicles and electric wheelchairs

is also problematic on paratransit vehicles. However, on paratransit

vehicles, drivers develop extensive experience securing these vehicles

and wheelchairs. Some of the Special Service carriers have taken

precautions to insure safety by having three wheelers secured next

to the driver on Caravans which prevents quadraplegics from falling

from the three wheelers.

Cost Justification

One commenter asked if CTA raised the same present cost specification

concerns for other items (as it does for the cost of a ride on a lift-

equipped vehicle). The commenter mentioned it cost $62.00 per lift use,

citing a CTA report.

CTA Response

Most significant purchase and service decisions at CTA center

around cost. The $62.00 per lift use cost mentioned by the commenter

is the cost per lift use in Denver. Costs from other major cities

were also included.

Data Needs-Planning

One commenter suggested a report entitled Long Term Care in Chicago, A

Planning Tool for the Year 2000 , has more current data.

CTA Response

This report will be fully investigated.
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